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The following graphic describes the 3 critical needs
that we feel must be met in order to realize our life’s
potential, pay offs and purpose i.e. to be Healthy,
Happy, Healing, Holistic Here (Now) and Helpful (to
others). This resource (Part I) primarily addresses
everyone’s need to ‘disengage’ from (crucify) their
driven ego using B-FIT Mindfulness to uncover
‘Nature’s’ gifts of wisdom, love and compassion.
Part II is offered as a separate resource to meet the
other 2 essential needs of:
• Self Management (ie. integrity, discipline, values,
focus & mood management)
• Social, Work and Living Environment Management
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Words at a Glance
Word

Meaning

1. Ahh-llowing

‘Subjective’ surrendering, letting it be, yielding to,
equanimity (ref. Section 3 Pg. 59).

2. Attachment

The opposite of Ahh-llowing i.e. craving, desiring,
obsessing.

3. Authentic

Being totally honest, ethical and ones’ best.

4. B-FIT

An acronym for Body sensations, Feelings, Image
Thinking and Talk Thinking (ref. Section 2 pg. 40)

5. Conscious/Awake

To be relatively more aware and present to what is
happening – as it is happening. The opposite of awareness
when sleeping (ref. Section 1 pg. 17).

6. Crucify

To terminate the attachments and resistances that drives
and distorts the ‘Ego’s’ incomplete and potentially
destructive reactions to life. This crucifying process
uncovers ones’ inherent gifts of wisdom, love and
unconditional compassion.

7. Drivenness

Absent minded resistant and attached reactions to life
situations.

8. Ego/Hormego

Ones’ genetic predispositions, hormones, temperament,
conditioned filters, neurotransmitters, body feelings and
urges, allergies and energy system.

9. Filters

Ones’ subjective and misperceived ‘must and should’
beliefs about self, others and the world that are incorrectly
thought to be required for security and happiness.

10. Holistic

Body, mind and spiritual health and wellbeing.

11. Identified with (Being)

Believing consciously or subconsciously that ‘I am’ . . .
a thought, a feeling state, a role, trait etc.

12. Label

To describe (silently or out loud) an internally observed
subjective B-FIT experience e.g. talk
(ref. Section 7 pg. 12).
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13. Maturity

The outcome of successful development in the 3 needs
areas described to ‘realize life’s potential, pay offs and
purpose’ (ref. Introduction pg. 6).

14. Observe/Witness

The state of consciousness whereby one watches the Body
and Mind activities.

15. Rascals

Difficult people - Folks still caught in/identified with
Hormego Prison.

16. Resistance

Subjectively ‘needing’ a life situation to be otherwise. The
opposite of the subjective state of Ahh-llowing.

17. Sacred/Spiritual

Experiences of ‘The Source’/Nature/The Nameless/God
etc. that elevates one to be more in harmony with,
ahh-llowing of and connected to all of life - the good, the
bad, the horrible, the joyous. To transcend dualities to
experience only ‘us-ness’ and subjective ‘it’s all good
consciousness’.

18. Scroll

A mindfulness strategy to assist with concentration
whereby one follows preselected subjective B-FIT
experiences e.g. body locations, including being
‘prompted’ to move on by a pre-selected cue e.g. one
complete breath cycle.

19. Sub Conscious

The state of being unaware of what is happening as it is
happening. Being mindless.

20. Subjective vs. Objective
Reality

Objective reality is that which is happening in the
physical/material world e.g. life situations and conditions.
Subjective reality is one’s internal B-FIT
responses/reactions to objective reality.

21. Transformation

The process of ‘crucifying’ Ego attachments and resistance
to experience The Sacred in life situations.

22. Transpersonal

The human quality that is beyond Personality, Ego,
Attachments and Resistance etc.
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1.

SOME OF THE BIG PICTURE –
MINDFULLY WAKING UP
1.1

Introduction

Throughout pre and recorded history some individuals in every generation
and culture seem to have developed an awareness that to realize our deepest
human and spiritual potential, pay offs and purpose is much more than what
meets the ‘I’.
Mythology, Spiritual Practices, intense rights of passage, ‘awakening’ skills
etc. all tell or point to the potential, (actually the necessity) to evolve to
transform our human experience so as to eradicate dependency on one’s
driven ego which is responsible for so much human suffering.
The term ‘Ego’ is used here to describe the typical human experience of
living life mainly only in accordance with physical, social, psychological
and emotional survival codes. These codes are not wrong or bad – just
incomplete. These are the codes that give every ‘normal’ person the illusion
that life should be primarily about the well being of I, me and my (friends,
family, community and country).
We define EGO as:

Enslavement to
Greed and Gratification and
Obsessive Self-Centredness
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The mythic stories, tribal oral traditions, sacred texts and thousands of
recorded life journeys describe ‘special’ people who intentionally and
unintentionally embark on courageous journeys of service to others, risk,
pain and sacrifice to experience transformation from ego to ‘conscious
connector’. They then assist others to help them also discover a ‘Way’ to
find their unique journey ‘home’.
Although the ‘Transformation Trail Blazers’ are special, they are also
just common folks like you and me. They have however learned to
experience these common, every day events (both positive and negative)
with extraordinary awareness, clarity, compassion, peace and joy i.e.
they ‘consecrate the common’.
It seems that today in our culture the majority of us who ‘get onto a path’ (of
awakening) are most often forced there when tragic suffering from a life
event e.g. depression, loss, betrayal, anxiety, illness gives us no other choice
but to work to awaken to be able to regain emotional and/or physical well
being – or suffer indefinitely. But to survive and recover from the ordeal is
only part of the ‘journey’.
Interestingly, the ‘Way’ to experience relative freedom from suffering in
general, most often can be found in the actual life events that cause the
suffering – we only need to relate to them very differently..
The ’Way’, although given many names is essentially the skills, intentions
and awareness to meet everyday uncertainty, risks, blessings and/or
emotionally and physically devastating events in ways that transcend the
suffering that comes from the inevitable pain of living primarily identified as
one’s fearful ego.
Regardless of how we find our self on ‘a path’, it is secondary to the
opportunity that it gives to awaken to one’s deeper capacity to love and live
a Healthy, Happy, Healing, Holistic and Helpful life by fully
participating in the ‘Sacred Mystery’.
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Regrettably many miss this opportunity because they lack mindful
awareness. They are brought to the threshold of this state of relative freedom
by unbearable pain and/or an epiphany experience but soon get mindlessly
pulled back into suffering by their driven ego. Feelings of fear, resentment
and anger for being ‘given’ this unbearable pain feeds the ego as does
addiction to the ego’s favourite narcotic – craving and attachment to
comfort, control and conformity.
The Sacred Mystery, even somewhat mindfully realized however, can
expose the emptiness of much of our culture’s mantra for the pursuit of
materialism, money, magic, more and mine- to be happy. This
realization offers yet another opportunity to mature i.e. take the ‘inner’
trip to be free.
In days of the real ‘old time religion’ i.e. tribal rituals, shamanism and rights
of passage etc. would prepare a young man or women to skilfully experience
life’s conditions and chaos. This means they became aware enough to
know, beyond thinking about it, the potential blessings that can come from
the ‘fires of purification’ and the potential imprisonment offered by the
seductive powers of attachment to comfort, control and conformity.
For those today who at least realize that there is more to life than only
avoiding or ‘fixing’ fires or getting stoned on the hallucinogens of comfort
and control, what can we do? Answer – just wake-up and this action alone
will have a profound impact to bring unconditional Body, Mind, and
Spiritual fulfillment from Life and a strong commitment to helping others do
the same.
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A fire on the left, a lovely stream on the right.
One group walks toward the fire, into the fire, another
toward the sweet flowing water.
No one knows which are blessed and which are not.
Whoever walks into the fire appears suddenly in the stream.
A head goes under on the water’s surface, that head pokes out
of the fire.

Most people guard against going into the fire,
and so end up in it.
Those who love the water of comfort and control and
make it their devotion are cheated with this reversal.

The trickery goes further.
The voice in the fire tells the truth, saying I am not fire
I am fountainhead (the healing power of pain).
Come into me and don’t mind the sparks.

Somehow each gives the appearance of the other.
To these eyes you have now
what looks like water (attachment to comfort and control) burns.
What looks like fire is a great relief
as it can be the soul’s needed gift for purification.
Rumi
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1.2

Waking Up
Many traditions and teachers describe this ‘Way’ of Healing, Maturing and
Transforming as waking up.
Jack Kornfield, an insightful contemporary teacher puts it this way. “The
overall aim of Life is to awaken to a joyful freedom, a benevolent and
compassionate heart, in spite of everything”.
In the graphic below we have identified noticeable points on the map (of
walking home), that over time and practise is becoming clearer to us.
This graphic description of waking up has a lot of information at different
levels, somewhat we hope like a good poem. It describes various degrees of
wakefulness experienced as a result of mindfulness or any other non- ego
based awakening practice.
As an example, last night you were asleep – to a very deep degree. Now you
are awake to some degree or less asleep so to speak. Today when you
daydream i.e. when you are someplace and your mind is someplace else
(which is happening to most people, most of the time), you will be less
awake than if you were focused on what you are doing, saying or feeling.
The following graphic then describes examples of wakefulness.
The examples are not intended to be exact descriptions but are offered
mainly to further describe the condition (predicament) related to our
‘natural’ sleeping patterns and some of their consequences and benefits. The
descriptions suggest how much more complete our experiences of life can be
as we learn the skills and insights to set our own internal alarm clocks.
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1.3

Giving You A ‘Heads Up’
We offer this as we feel that probably some or most of these descriptions of
significant ‘milestones’ will be useful reference points to give you a ‘heads
up’. Hopefully it will be helpful in giving a little more clarity to the map
leading to a more fulfilling, happy and compassionate life. Mindfully
experiencing our predicament i.e. ‘forgetful sleepiness’ is a great and
necessary first step to correct it. This picture may help you see the
‘incompleteness’ of some aspects of your journey so far.
Initially for now just review each level’s title and description (written in
red). Once you have studied this resource, we encourage you to spend some
time with each description as each of the eight levels is a very different and
new experience. For any description that is not fully understood, just let it
soak in. It’s more of an experience thing than a concept thing.
The development process described in the following graphic can be
summarized as follows:

• It would seem, that we humans are on a lengthy continuum of consciousness
i.e. awareness of what’s happening around us that makes up our reality,
moment by moment. At one end, we have Very Asleep “I” centered,
potentially even hurtful/harmful folks (just victims of the human
predicament). At the other end are saints, sages and masters who just ‘drop
in’ for a while to this life to bless us. All the rest of us are somewhere in
between. This continuum is also describing our potential to transform from
‘driven ego’ to conscious Beingness, a.k.a. from not feeling it, to feeling it,
to authentically Being it (beyond only feelings). ‘It’ here can refer to love,
compassion, forgiveness, fun, faith, peace, etc.. As an example, as we
develop through this continuum to spend more time each day at and beyond
the mid points, we can move from not ‘really’ being very caring of others
beyond our friends and family to genuinely experiencing something
‘wonderful’ when we care about and support others who we don’t even
know. We are authentically and willingly helpful regardless of having or
14

not having typical human feelings of gratification. This is an indicator
of our transforming from driven ego to conscious connecting (limited
self to unlimited self).
• In this graphic we offer the ‘radical’ recommendation to do more about ‘life
issues’ than just fix them, run from them, think about them differently or
distract your self from them. These ‘fixing strategies’ will work to some
extent under some conditions so we encourage getting ‘coaching and
counselling’ to learn how to help resolve, as best as is possible, crisis and
conflict etc. (Part II of this manual addresses developing these skills and
insights). In addition however, ‘waking up’ will not only optimize ‘how to
fix’ but will also offer peace and emotional well being during the many,
many times when fixing just doesn’t work!

• The waking up graphic (below) describes what happens as we evolve in
consciousness from Night Sleep Dreaming to It’s All Good Consciousness.
We grow in unconditional, compassionate caring about others and have
many more fulfilling, meaningful and happy personal experiences
throughout our life, in spite of the many ‘unfixable’ conditions.

Please note:
The graphic uses the term B-FIT Mindfulness. Section 2 below fully describes and
explains this term. For now just know that B-FIT is an acronym for Body
Sensations (B), Feelings (F), and Image Thinking (I), and Talk Thinking (T).
B-Fit Mindfulness is a unique and highly effective form of mindfulness that we
have tailored to specifically meet the demands of Living in the Marketplace.
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MINDFULLY WAKING UP *
Outcomes
•Authentic compassion
•Much less suffering with
life’s inevitable pain.
•More fulfilling pleasure

•“Me” self-centred-ness
•Driven reacting to life
•incomplete pleasure

Focused
Awareness

Night
Dreaming
Mind on “auto
pilot”almost 100% That is, doing things
and mind is someplace
else.

completely
unconscious

eg. Typically the way we eat,
drive, shower, etc.
• Mind playing out 100’s of
wonderful and / or worrying
fantasies each day.
• Living in past or future.
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Mostly scattered, unaware
& driven thinking, feeling
& behaving, therefore
constantly “pulled into”
life’s events.
e.g. Typically the way we work,
relate, and play.
•Unconscious resistance and
attachments of ten cause
dissatisfaction, boredom, anxiety,
low/no fulfillment with much of
life.
• Situations& Relationships are
satisfying when conditions are
met.
• Fully identified with most of the
random thoughts and feelings that
“happen” to us.
• No “I’m here in this moment”

awareness
•“Monkey Mind”

Mind “locks onto”
compelling situations. We
are concentrated by
external events.
e.g. Typically the way we Read,
Watch TV, Have Sex, Sports, Feel
Pain, Grieve etc.
• We become identified with and
defined by the content of what the
mind “locks on” to. e.g. Identified
with fear - Life is seen as
threatening. Identified with
entitlement - Life is often seen as
unfair, etc.
• Some good acts of service and
morality, however often dependent
on conditions e.g. material and/or
emotional compensations.

Intentionally observing /
witnessing ourself doing
daily activities (being
aware of what we are
doing as we are doing it)
eg when driving the car
be aware of just driving.
Also being generally
aware of subjective
(internal) experiences
eg. body sensations,
feelings & thoughts.

‘IT’S ALL
GOOD’

B-Fit and HERE
consciousness
As the microscope of focusing
becomes more powerful,
Increased awareness
T H AT “ I m H E R E ” a n d
experiencing this moment.
• Increasing awareness and
Ah-llowingness of Body
Sensations (B) Feelings (F)
Image Thinking (I) Talk
Thinking(T)-(B-Fit)
• Therefore less identified with B-Fit
resulting in less emotional driveness,
greed, resistance and/or blind
attachments. e.g. From “I am worrying”
to “there is worry”.

• Initial development of
spontaneous equanimity / “ahllowingness” ie. subjective
letting go / yielding to.

• Insight - When I am mindful I am NOT
my thoughts and feelings.

• Spontaneously Experiencing
CALM in situations that before
produced tension.

Therefore
- fewer emotional hijacks
- less intense hijacks
- quicker recovery time
• Remembering to activate - in the
moment, personal emotional maturity skills

Consciousness

• Less “I am” witnessing , to
more just ‘being’ the experience
- like when we finally give ourself
over to being deep grief or to
being love with a child.

Consciously
coexisting with the
full experience of
being human ie: pain
• B-Fit Virtues + Vices + Values
and joy while
+ Vulnerabilities
simultaneously
+ Mindfulness and Non-Attachment
= Authentically Being It.
subjectively surrendering
to the just rightness of all
• We don’t have to typically D0 or
Feel IT to authentically Be IT e.g.
life experiences
kindness, forgiveness, love,
peace.

Being is - This & That
• Compassionate conflict
• Grace full grief
• Know fear
• Undriven doing ie. never doing
anything just to get it done.
•Welcoming worry
• Beautiful boredom
• Awful - Ahh
• An opening closed heart
• Gentle judging
• Non-attachment to joy
• Impecabily intending and giving
care and kindness when we don’t
feel like it or enjoy it.

•The world of EMBRACING
paradox, uncertainty, knowing the
power of intention, Synchronicity,
miracles and even “loving enemies”
as we ‘fight’ them.
• Continuous gratitude.
•As we evolve to IT’S ALL GOOD we
work optimally and passionately to
improve life experiences for self and ALL
others without attachment to the
outcomes, other “compensations” or
subjectively needing it to be otherwise.

Mindlessly Ego Driven
* B-FIT mindfulness skills, insights and radically waking up to be abnormal can, in combination with appropriate therapies and/or medications, significantly lesson the severity, duration and
harmfulness of the devastating suffering associated with ADDICTIONS, MOOD AND PERSONALITY DISORDERS.
In addition, mindfully waking up with awareness and ah-llowingness, can help all of us to be more socially responsible, compassionate, fulfilled and happy with significantly less need for material
consumption.
Although Mindfulness as a ‘stand alone’ can be very helpful, when consciously used to ACTIVATE all personal emotional maturity skills, the synergies are much more effective.
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1.4 Different Directions All Can Lead Home
To wake up and become relatively free from suffering, many,
many forms, skills, tools, beliefs and approaches have been
developed over thousands of years. (Ref. Different Directions
graphic below).
The following graphic very ambitiously attempts to summarize most of the
major different directions that have been developed to disengage from the
Driven Ego. This disengaging results in waking up so as to be able to
significantly minimize human suffering for self and others.
Some folks in most cultures throughout the ages have described this journey
as finding ‘something’. This graphic is not intended to name or label a
destination. We feel that to live one’s life free of being driven by one’s
survival based Ego and the resulting tragic consequences of dysfunctional
relationships, addictions, prejudices, mood and mental health disorders etc.
should be more than enough incentive to pick a direction and start walking.
Specific instructions for all ‘Directions’ are readily available. This resource
describes how the Direction of B-FIT Mindfulness and Non Attachment
can be learned and applied to awaken from Nature’s induced deep sleep.

Hormego Prison Breakout
Every human is born as it were into a kind of prison. This prison is
constructed from biological and conditioned psychological survival instincts.
We refer to this as Hormego Prison (i.e. Biological ‘Hormones’ and
Psychological conditioning ‘ego’).
As awakening increases, one just naturally lives more in harmony with one’s
self, others and the environment. As a result of awakening we are less and
less driven by the conditions of our Hormego prison.
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Intentions, thoughts and behaviours now authentically and naturally
transcend one’s obsessions with fearful self centeredness.
Natural Hormego cravings, desires and fears e.g. greed, materialism, selfrighteousness, lust, addictions, prejudice, etc. are significantly softened.

There Is vs. I Am
With mindfulness this is not a moralistic or will power approach. Instead,
this breaking free of Hormego prison through B-FIT Mindfulness, results in
part from perceiving life events and others from a clearer awareness. This
results in less driven body sensations, feelings and thoughts. This means
that through the numerous different mindfulness options offered below, our
hormego self-centered identity transforms to a more collective or universal
identity.
As an example, the more times through B-FIT mindful awareness we
perceive and live life events from the mindful observer/witness e.g. “there is
worry” vs. “I am worried”, the less gripping power that our misperceptions
of being that thought or feeling has over us. When we are mindful of our
B-FIT reactions to life events, we don’t have as much invested in protecting
our personal hormego survivor self. Simultaneously we live more from an
awareness of our common, universal ‘us-ness’, non separate self. This
accounts for our more authentic ‘random acts of kindness’ regardless of how
we are feeling (ref. Section 2 for details).
Whatever ‘how to’/direction is chosen to realize this experience of
awakening, it begins with, as Joseph Campbell would say “a radical
transfer of emphasis from the external to the internal world, macro to
microcosm, a retreat from desperations of the wasteland (hormego
prison) to the peace of the ever lasting (being) that is (always has been)
within”.
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Many have called this an experience of ‘rebirth’ because it seems that to the
degree that hormego dies/ is ‘crucified’ our innate deeper ordering
principles of authentic compassion and the universal self appears.
Relating from this place we are in ongoing at-one-ment with life and all
others.
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1.5

Waking Up – O’Natural
Sharing meaningful stories is a helpful way to become motivated to want to
wake up. Participating more fully in the ‘waking up’ process can come from
the most common, simple moments to seemingly wondrous miraculous
events.
Some stories that awaken us to deeper experiences within the mystery of
life, disabilities, death, our true nature/potential and/or the healing power of
pain are particularly helpful to nurture Waking Up.
For five years Joanne and I were two of several volunteer caregivers/support
workers for Bert as he died from Lou Gehrig’s disease (ALS). This
diagnosis was the last in a series of life long difficulties for him. He truly
transformed through child abuse, rage, terror, addictions, loss of his loving
wife through postpartum depression and suicide, to forgiveness and peace.
Finally at age 39 he completed his healing, dropped his remaining 100
pounds of skin and bone and moved on. His journey was such a profound
and meaningful gift to all of us who knew and grew to love him.
One day, about three years into his journey, his life was changed forever.
With a once perfect 200 lb. athletic body he could now barely walk with his
walker. He lay in bed and said good-bye to his support worker whose
replacement was to come in about half an hour. Due to an oversight in the
scheduling, nobody came until about five hours after his worker left.
In approximately one hour he had a strong need to have a bowel movement.
He waited and waited but no one came to help him get out of bed, an ability
that he had recently lost. As he attempted to get up on his own, he reached
for his walker and using all of his strength almost stood up. Instead
however, he crashed down forward onto his walker knocking out his front
teeth.
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There he lay, alone, bleeding, in pain, imprisoned in his own body and
helpless to move. His bowel movement came. His first response was rage,
shouting obscenities to the people who were to care for him and to a God
who “made me sick”. As he later told me of this experience, he said that he
shouted in rage for what he estimated was hours. Suddenly, he said, “my
rage stopped and I broke into a paralyzing panic attack. I felt the terror,
even deeper than ever of being trapped in my useless body”. This terror
lasted for what he said seemed like an eternity. “I had lost all sense of time
and was terrified worse than ever before in my life – like being buried alive
in a box”.
He said then it happened, as intense and as spontaneously as his rage and
terror had come, he told me in detail as best he could, (because he had lost
much of his ability to talk) what happened.
He said that without any thought or even intention, he ‘flowed’ into a deep
state of peace, comfort, forgiveness and openness. It was like nothing that
he had ever experienced before.
As he lay there in his excrement, blood, teeth and pain, he softened into a
state of being (not really thinking, feeling or doing) that he said at the time
“I wanted to last forever”.
(He asked me what happened and I told him I had no idea and besides he
was clearly the teacher.)
As the days, weeks and months passed, “without effort it seemed” he said he
felt incredibly close to his mother and father. He felt that he genuinely
forgave them for all the beatings and abuse that they had given him while
growing up until he went to live virtually on the street at age fourteen. He
said that although his ‘new found’ state of being (my words not his) did not
completely stay with him, he did until he died have a profound peacefulness
and willingness to “let it be”, accept what he could and do his best with the
rest.
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For the next two years before he left his body, he mentored many support
workers with their problems with partners, parents, children and bosses. He
reconciled with his family and others who had made his life ‘hell’. He could
now see what parts of that hell were self-induced as he ‘identified’ with
being the victim. His gratitude for his life partner Lois and his daughter
Becky, workers and friends who cared for him was like nothing we had ever
experienced with him before.
There is no doubt that Bert’s ability to sustain the ‘Amazing Grace’ that
resulted from his transformational process was complemented by the
unconditional love and support that he received from Lois and Becky.
Although Bert and I talked about emotional and spiritual
maturing/ healing, he never really did deliberately work to develop
these insights or practise a lot of mindfulness. He really had no formal
growth process. His emotional maturing happened over

thousands of lonely painful hours of just being brought to
letting go into wholeness by the ‘life force’ mystery held within
the Healing Power of his Pain. His afternoon of rage, terror and
peace (described above) was a special part of the natural healing
process that I have personally witnessed with others and that has been
described in the transformational journeys in all of the wisdom
traditions for centuries.
The day before he died, as I lit his smoke for him and held his lips
together so he could inhale, he pointed, waved and gestured (as he could
not talk during the last six months) for me to push play on his cued-up
CD player. I did what he requested and Louie Armstrong sang us ‘what
a wonderful world’ as we wept together and somehow knew far beyond
cognition, what his last five years had really been about.
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A Reflection on Waking up to Meaning, Purpose and Heart
We share this story to show how the many different mindfulness
emotional and spiritual maturing processes and options included
in this resource are all just accelerating your natural growth
potential hidden deep within the layers of who you have
‘forgotten’ you are.
These kinds of events, when experienced mindfully and with
intention – reinforce our sense of waking up to our life’s
potential for real Meaning, Purpose and Heart.
As can be seen here, the development of our human potential can evolve
effectively by just more fully experiencing human pain and suffering as Bert did.
We also have personally witnessed many others who have courageously and
consistently learned and applied B-FIT mindfulness and related maturing
competencies to more typical everyday life and work situations and evolved in
similar ways. We do not have to experience an ALS type illness to heal and
mature to our fullest potential.
With Bert, his process helped several of us experience deeply meaningful
moments in supporting him by learning to more fully experience softening our
own resistance to his suffering and our driveness to try to change the
unchangeable.
This story is not unique. Our inner capacity to naturally heal, mature and
transform and to help those who we relate to do the same is very possible.
Ghandi said “my life is my message”. Repeated mindlessly this can sound all too
‘cute’. Said with discernment and contemplation it can encourage us to stay
committed to our maturing and healing ‘work ins’ for self and others.
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This waking up guide to a more conscious, intentional and meaningful personal
and work life is offered as one way for us to learn to connect with our innate deep
wisdom and compassion. It also is intended to encourage us to be willing and able
to skilfully help all others do the same.
All of this is possible for most of us who mindfully challenge our self to find and
sustain meaning, purpose and heart in each hour of each ‘average’ day.
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The Guest House- Lived In Mindfully

This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
as an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and attend them all!
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture,
still, treat each guest honourably.
He may be clearing you out
for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice,
meet them at the door laughing,
and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes,
because each has been sent
as a guide from beyond.
Welcome difficulty.
Learn the alchemy True Human Beings know:
the moment you accept what troubles
you’ve been given, the door opens.
Welcome difficulty as a familiar comrade.
Joke with torment brought by the Friend.
Sorrows are the rags of old clothes and
jackets that serve to cover and then are taken off.
That undressing and the beautiful naked body underneath
is the sweetness that comes after grief.
Rumi
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2.

MINDFULLY DISENGAGING FROM THE
DESTRUCTIVE DRIVEN EGO

“From a mindful centre
We can respond instead of react.
Unconscious reactions create problems.
Mindful responses bring peace.
Whatever happens can be met
With wisdom and compassion”.
Jack Kornfield

2.1

Simply Put, Mindfulness is ……..
The term Mindfulness means different things to different people. My
dad, 50 years ago would often say to me as a child “mind what you
are doing now”. After 3 decades of near daily practice and
performances, at one very important level, for me it still means mind
what you are doing – NOW!
‘Mind’, or pay attention or to be mindful is of course a relative term.
Similar to using the term looking, there is a great difference between
looking at something with the naked eye, a 10, 100, or 1000 powered
microscope. It’s all looking but what is seen and experienced is
radically different. In this mindfulness resource I will help you learn
to see and experience much more of your personal and work life in
significantly more complete and fulfilling ways.
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As a result of looking through the mindfulness microscope, a more
complete experience of one’s senses, perceptions and misperceptions
is realized. So why is this important? Often the question arises ‘why
bother to learn Mindfulness anyway? What is the big deal about
being mindful? I’ve been okay so far in my life – so really, why
should I bother?

2.2

Our Human Predicament
We human folks have evolved with some exceptional gifts. Gifts like
the potential to develop an altruistic values system and the potential to
be aware that “I am here” (i.e. consciousness) are vital to one’s quality
of life. These qualities and many more help us make the best possible
choices for self and others to live a socially useful, moral and
personally fulfilling life.
Our ancestors also past on a few ‘nasty’ habits that for now we’ll
define simply as Ego. Although this is a fairly complex psychological
term, our definition (above) more than adequately describes the
Human Predicament that we all face as a result of this Ego i.e.

Enslavement to Greedy Gratification and Obsessive Self
Centeredness
Just ponder for a moment the personal, local and global suffering that
results from addictions to attain comfort, pleasure, status, power etc.
i.e. Greedy Gratification. Also ponder how this predicament is often
driven by misperceived physical and emotional threats to one’s fearful
self centered ‘entitlement’ identity – ‘nasty’.
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2.3 Feelings – The Ego’s Fuel Source
The Wisdom teachers throughout the ages seem to agree that personal,
local and global suffering is in general directly proportionate to the
individual’s and/or culture’s Ego dependencies. The gas in the Ego
vehicle is the Natural Human resource that we call Feelings.
Feelings are the ‘guards’ always on duty when we live in our natural
and normal (not necessarily optimal) unaware ego state/identity. This
identity is created in great part from our life sustaining hormones and
‘programmed’ brain architecture that we developed as we were
conditioned as children in our ‘Somebodyness’ school. We call this
limited identity being locked up in hormego prison. Visiting this
place as necessary is a useful option to have. Being locked up 24/7
and without even knowing it is criminal.
Naturally and normally relating to others is generally virtually one
hundred percent dependent on our feelings that flow from unaware
body sensations and thoughts. Then ‘Good’ feelings draw us
‘closer’. ‘Resistant’ feelings move us ‘away’. There probably will
continue to be a need for these messages to influence a kind of
conditional relating to others and situations. Our Human Predicament
however is that feelings, often unconscious at the time, generally
dominate one’s intentions, beliefs and behaviours 24/7 because they
most often unnecessarily escalate ‘subjective’ survival based
misperceptions and fears.

2.4

Seeing and Being More …….
One of the ways that Mindfulness in general seems to work to help us
break out of this misperceiving and fearful prison is to develop the
skill to be aware of what is happening as it is happening i.e. to be
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present. As an example, when driving a car, being mindful would
mean just being aware of driving.
So what is the ‘big deal’ with being aware of driving vs. the ‘auto
pilot’ way we normally drive? You know about auto pilot – start to
drive and all of a sudden you are at your destination. Scary! How
did I get here? Who drove the car? The way we similarly auto pilot
most aspects of our life, even the very important ones, (like service
and relating to others) is much more scary.

Where did that building come from?
Also, how often do you have the experience of driving down the same
road you have travelled for years and then one day notice a large
building that you have obviously ‘looked at’ many times before but
have never ‘seen’? This ‘normal’ problem of ‘missing’ much of what
we experience is called by scientists Inattentional Blindness (ref.
Appendix CC2-I Research Summary Inattentional Blindness).
Similarly, most mindless untrained minds virtually totally miss
knowing that they are experiencing particular Body Sensations,
Feeling States and Thoughts that are driving and distorting
feelings and behaviour in response to a challenging situation e.g. a
person who is being difficult.
With the development of Mindfulness skills we start to see as they are
happening, many more ‘large buildings’ in our roles, relationships,
and other situations etc. We are therefore better able to problem
solve.
As a result of developing Mindfulness (and therefore ‘seeing more’),
we consciously connect with others far beyond the influence of
conditioned ego roots of vulnerability like feelings of attachments,
entitlement and fears. As we experience others mindfully, beyond
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what our hormego needs them to be, they are freer to respond to us in
non-defensive ways. This is because of the well being and openness
that we have helped them in this moment to become. This process of
mindfully helping/‘entraining’ another to be their best self,
regardless of how we feel about them is an authentic conscious
connection. Entraining is helping another just by being positive and
open your self.
Unlike a typical mindless ego interaction, we can even influence (as
appropriate) another’s growth process or behaviour change while
simultaneously, ‘subjectively,’ unconditionally connecting with
them, in all of their humanness – just the way they are.
Also the more complete (mindful and subjectively ahh-llowing) the
experience that we have in an interpersonal exchange, the less what is
happening e.g. someone’s anger, can drive and distort our thoughts,
feelings, physical reactions and behaviours. This experience is
however not readily accessible to us in our natural and normal
mindless way of ‘interacting with others and life’.
With practise to develop this skill of Mindfulness, we can readily
learn to authentically and compassionately relate to others regardless
of how we feel or think about them or the situation. This way of
connecting also and equally as important, gives us the absolute best
state of mind and perspective to passionately and skilfully work to
change that which should be changed.
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2.5

Benefits to Learn and Practise Mindfulness
(ref. research below Section 6)
My experience in teaching and observing the development of
hundreds of average people has shown me that the following
outcomes are highly achievable for the average person who learns and
practises the Mindfulness Skills offered here.
• Better stress management
• Change some bad habits
• Be much less vulnerable to emotional pain such as anger,
anxiousness, depression etc.
• Get more fulfillment from physical and emotional pleasure
• Grow and maintain stronger relationships including commitments
to unconditional kindness and service to others – regardless of how
one feels about them.
• Generally get and stay happy with what we have i.e. not so much
in need of bigger, better, more.

To summarize, this means that in one’s personal and work life:
• You will have fewer emotional hijacks from difficult feelings,
e.g. fear, anger, shame, sadness, guilt. The difficult feelings will
be less intense and the recovery time will be quicker.
• This also means that on average there are more
situations/occasions spent in authentic compassion/service without
the need to be motivated by ‘good’ feelings. These moments are
more ‘intense/complete’ and they last longer.
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• This also means in general that Mindful ‘change agents’ are
more effective and efficient as leaders of organizations, social
action/caregiving etc.

2.6 Mindfulness – Nice (to have) Or Necessity
With all of the suffering around us and in our local and global
communities it is very important to question the relevancy of
investing time, energy and resources in learning this mindfulness skill
set. Most everyone reading this will either be in a mental or physical
health, or relationship crisis or have a friend or family member who is
e.g. grieving the loss of a loved one, undergoing aggressive
chemotherapy to kill a cancer or been abused one more time.
Globally we are acutely aware of human disasters such as
earthquakes, tsunamis, the genocidal horrors in numerous countries in
Africa, poverty, starvation, warfare, etc.
Is there not a strong case to be made that we who are healthy enough
and who live in a relatively stable social environment should be
devoting as much time as possible to helping others with deep, deep
needs – instead of spending hours a month learning and practising a
skill such as personal maturity mindfulness? Everyday I ask myself
this question and here are some of my thoughts.
• ‘It’ can’t be either – or, this or that. Emotional and spiritual
maturity and social action are both critical to any and all
transformational journeys.
• In the absence of these necessary insights and consciousness,
social activists, volunteers and/or professional Human and Health
service workers once engaged, fairly quickly become either ‘burnt
out’ or unauthentically caring/committed. Remaining conscious is
the most powerful inoculation against these diseases.
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• With personal emotional and spiritual development, there is a
much greater likelihood that the actual commitments to service can
become one’s grist for ‘Spiritual’ milling.
• In a purely practical sense, developing and maintaining an
emotional and spiritual development process along with strong
commitment to service activities significantly helps to:
- have the physical and emotional energy and health to stay with
it
and
- attracts, more people to the cause of service because
‘awakening’ volunteers and workers who truly walk the talk are
inspiring and their positive entraining energy is contagious.
and
- life in front of the TV, social networking, newspapers or other
forms of entertainment become significantly less
important/needed in one’s life and are just naturally replaced
with socially useful activities.

• And as Father Thomas Merton reminds us:
People who are mindful are positive role models
not so much because they are admired by others
but because the skill of mindfulness makes it
possible for them to admire everyone else.
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I know of no more encouraging fact
then the unquestionable ability
of men and women to elevate their life
(and the lives of others)
By
Conscious endeavours
Henry David Thoreau

2.7

What Is B-FIT Mindfulness
When I referred to Mindfulness in the above Introduction (2.1 – 2.6), I
was referring to a specific set of strategies that I term B-FIT
Mindfulness. All references below refer to B-FIT Mindfulness as
well.
• B-FIT is an acronym for:
Body sensations
Feeling States and
Internal Image thinking and
Internal Talk way of thinking.

B-FIT makes up the main internal ways/senses that all humans
use to perceive and experience people and situations.
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• B-FIT Mindfulness is not!
Mindfulness is not using our thinking mind at this time
-

to understand
reject
‘fix’ or
to challenge irrational, extreme, reactive ‘negative’ thoughts
and feelings about a situation or person.

• Relate to B-FIT Differently – like a spectator sport
The first and possibly most long lasting essential insight that
comes from just the first 20 minute practice session of B-FIT
Mindfulness is that ‘Who’ I think I am is quite incomplete. Most
folks would say “I am a Doer, Relator, Thinker and Feeler”.
B-FIT MINDFULNESS changes the way that we relate to body
sensations, feelings, image and/or talk thought messages that
constantly (moment by moment) arise in response to life
experiences. When we just watch them e.g. observe ‘there is’ a
tight chest, ‘there is’ a worry feeling, ‘there is’ angry self talk, they
have less gripping power over us.
In effect in experiencing body, feeling and image and talk
thought messages by just watching them, the activity becomes
more like a spectator sport than actually playing the ‘game’ of
EGO e.g. (reactive thinking and feeling of Enslavement to Greedy
Gratification and Obsessive self-centeredness.) As a result we are
significantly less attached to (and therefore less driven by) the
meanings of the messages when they are ‘negative’.
Fundamental to B-FIT Mindfulness is the requirement to gain
clarity/insights on these 4 B-FIT ‘sense doors’. This enables one
to observe ‘internally’ more accurately what is happening and
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helps one to not lock onto or be gripped by the content of
image and talk thoughts, feelings or be driven by unaware
body reactions.
During this B-FIT mindful process one sees and experiences first
hand how one’s unaware and therefore reactive mind and body
often unnecessarily creates unsatisfying and even painful emotions
e.g. indifference, anger or fear.
To significantly reduce this unnecessary ‘normal’ high risk
condition that most people face unless trained otherwise, this
intrapersonal clarifying of the B-FIT senses promotes mind
calming and insights ‘in real time’ into how we are being driven
by life events.
When we relate in this way, B-FIT reactions are still present. We
experience them however just like any other message from our
other senses e.g. when smelling, we say “there is the smell of
smoke” - not “I am smoke”. Similarly, in mindfully relating to
(i.e. watching them) our Body Sensations, Feeling and Thought
messages and not from them, we find ourselves saying,
experiencing and knowing – beyond cognition “there is” instead of
“I am”. We are then much freer (i.e. have a choice) to respond to
these body, thinking and feeling messages or not!

• Connecting with others regardless of how we feel
This shift from subjective ‘ownership/player’ to an objective
matter of fact ‘observer/spectator’ of each internal message
significantly lessens the unconscious driven body sensations,
feelings and image and talk thoughts that normally have very
strong ‘gripping power’ over us.
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This then ‘naturally’ results in being less resistant and therefore
more likely to positively consciously ‘connect’, care for and/or
support others regardless of our thinking or feeling about them.

• More Fulfillment and Pleasure
Furthermore when B-FIT mindful, we more completely and
accurately experience our ‘positive’ B-FIT messages to
pleasurable, fulfilling and exciting situations and people. As a
result we are more naturally satisfied with what we have and with
what we are doing at the time, and therefore not driven to
constantly seek ‘bigger, better, more’.
This less resistant and less driven, non - attached way of being
brings relative peace, joy and an open heart – regardless of
circumstance

What we know of the world comes to us primarily through vision. Our eyes
however, are sensitive only to that segment of the light spectrum located
between red and violet; the remaining 95 percent of all existing light
(cosmic, infrared, ultraviolet, gammas, and x-rays) we cannot see. This
means that we only perceive 5 percent of the ‘real’ world.
Amos Vogel
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2.8

Ben, me and Me
Several years ago on a rainy May morning, my wife Joanne and I
were driving back from planting flowers at my Mom and Dad’s grave.
We came upon a terrible truck accident. We were there just minutes
after an SUV had rolled and tumbled many times to leave the young
driver pinned upside down by the roof crushed into the seat. Steam or
smoke was coming from the upside down undercarriage.
A person had stopped to direct traffic while another was on her cell
phone calling for help. We pulled over and got out to see how we
could help. Part of the driver’s upper body was hanging out of the
window suspended in air by the seat belt and the metal shroud
wrapped around him. As I approached his semi-conscious body and
realized he was bleeding from what appeared to be many sources, my
mind tried to figure out what to do.
The steam or smoke indicated a danger but he was crushed so tightly
he could not be moved. As he moaned I looked for ways to stop the
bleeding but some of the sources couldn’t even be seen.
I knelt down, held his blood soaked hand and started to offer him all
that I could. Initially this was my barely coherent words of “hold on”
and “help is coming” and “I am HERE”.
Over the next hour, help did come. Incredibly skilful and dedicated
paramedics worked to stop the bleeding and reduce shock; firefighters
with jaws and saws pulled the metal off his mangled body and police
and others provided valuable support. I stayed to comfort him and
keep him focused on living. I guided him as best I could to fight for
his life until he became unconscious. Then I just kept talking to him,
telling him to hold on and breathe. The noise of the sirens
approaching, machinery and voices coordinating care and strategies
were like a distant background hum.
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In about an hour it was over . . . he died. I sobbed as if I had known
him all my life – but no, just 2 strangers connected, by what?
As I washed the blood from my hands in a rain puddle, a police
officer came over and sensitively said “good work, thanks for your
help”. I looked at him but neither of us said anything else.
Anyone witnessing these hours and my role would have reported it
much like the above but this is a very incomplete picture of what
happened.
As I slowed down at first sight of the accident I felt a little physically
weak. I also CAUGHT my mind racing with two main thoughts. I
‘watched’ one thought that said “this is awful and I so want to help
but what can I do”? The second thought I ‘saw’ was rationalizing
why “I didn’t really have to get involved”. “Help was being sought
and professionals would be here in minutes”. Being aware of both of
these thoughts, I feel helped me start to respond to the best of my
abilities.
As I rushed out of my car, I intentionally directed some of my
awareness to my ‘feeling’ body sensations in order to CALM myself.
So in addition to assessing the situation, I simultaneously tried to
‘anchor’ some of my attention to my body sensation that was most
obvious i.e. my arms, saying the words “Here now,
Ahh-llow”.
This is a skill that I use to CATCH myself having a difficult feeling
such as fear.
This dual focus of CATCHING and CALMING helped me to
objectively CLARIFY the needs of the situation. So instead of being
overwhelmed, I could be relatively more effective to offer care and
support. In this situation, this little technique of ‘catching, calming
and clarifying’ gave me a bit of space between me and my
resistances – I would lose it, (the space) then get it again, lose it, then
get it again. (The mind has a mind of its own – right?)
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In paying attention in this way to my thinking, feeling and body
reactions I became more aware of the source of my resistances and
said to myself “ah there is fear”. “Ahh-llow” – (This is the word
that I mindfully say to myself to lessen my resistance to most of
my difficult feelings like anger, fear etc.). I observed my talk
thoughts come and then gently whispered to myself “talk, Ahh-llow”.
This also kept me less identified with ‘the’ anxiousness and
insecurities which helped me to maintain my CALM.
As I approached the young driver (Ben), the fear and the thoughts
heightened with each step. What if the car caught fire, what if, what
if . . . Many of the reactions ‘seemed like’ my fear and my thoughts
that at times almost totally drowned me. I frequently however was
able to create mindful moments to ‘come up for air’ as I worked to
relate to the fear (i.e. “there is fear”) and at least not continuously
from it (i.e. “I am afraid”).
As I reached for Ben’s blood soaked hand I CAUGHT myself having
more resistance, thoughts of contracting AIDS (probably in reality
about a million to one chance, but automatic resistance anyway). By
now my “chest” was tightening and I felt nauseous. I said to myself
‘chest’ and momentarily intended it to ‘Ahh-llow’ i.e. CALM.
As a result of this simultaneous Mindful CATCHING, CALMING
and CLARIFYING that I was working to experience, I was now
better able to respond to Ben’s needs as best I could.
This also enabled me to intend and summon the ‘Universe’ for its
best at this time, to continue to check into my resistant body and
mind, and gently but firmly ‘let it Be’. Somewhat conscious then, I
continued to search for guidance on what to do.
Within about 5 minutes, I think that whatever mindful presence I was
experiencing brought me (finally) to my first of many real moments of
awareness of Ben’s suffering – the indescribable body, mind and
emotional pain that he must be experiencing. This was a noticeable
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shift from my preoccupation with my shocked senses’ reaction to a
much deeper level of CONNECTING. I call this ‘CONSCIOUS
CONNECTING’. It was this shift that started to carry me from my
concern for me to my concern for him, from my passion about
mainly me to compassion, mainly about us. This helped me to offer
him the best CARE that I could at this time.
As soon as the professionals arrived I noticed that I felt lighter. A bit
later however I CAUGHT myself feeling a little irritable and even a
bit angry. The apparent source as I reflected on later probably was
that no one was relieving me ‘who really knows what they’re doing’.
Anger just ‘auto piloted’ its way onto the scene to try to distract me
from my more painful feelings of vulnerability. I CLARIFIED
this and said to myself “ Ahh-anger, Ahh-llow”. I simultaneously
reassured Ben that he was not alone and to stay focused on my voice
(which I mindfully kept calm).
When it appeared obvious that Ben had died, a deep grief came over
me. I experienced it as equanimously as I could but it was a terrible
sadness. I had experienced death before in our palliative care work
but Ben’s dying process was so violent. My throat felt like it was
totally closed. I noticed that I was now taking longer and slower
breaths. The sadness was deep. Such suffering for a spouse, child,
mom and/or dad yet to come as they received the news. “Ahh there is
sadness – Ahh-llow”.
As I slowly walked over to wash the blood from my hands, I worked
to be ‘Ahh-llowing’ with my ‘judging’ as much as possible. Such an
unnecessary tragedy and the unfairness of it all! “Ahh judging”!
“Ahh-llow”!
When the policeman said “good work” my mind added a little shame
and guilt to my confusion and vulnerability as I knew that one part of
me didn’t want to be here. I gently CAUGHT and CALMED the
new body and mind activities that shame and guilt brought. For some
totally unknown reason, the officer and I looked at each other in a
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special silence – like we both knew enough not to corrupt this Sacred
moment with making nice or even doing ‘business’. Such a delicate
dance - to be present.
Throughout this 2 hour experience, mindfully catching, calming,
clarifying and connecting enabled me to draw on some of my learned
skills such as mindful emotional intelligence. This conscious care
and support process also helped me to have the presence to
disengage from the many not so useful messages that continuously
came to me from what I call our roots of vulnerability.
As I caught myself having stressful feelings, this awareness enabled
me to calmly and fully experience them so they did not ‘naturally’
cascade into more uncontrollable levels. This often happens when
difficult feelings are suppressed. From this relatively calm place I
was then able to have perspective, confidence and a more skilled
response. The compassion that my Mindfulness practice had
developed in me also just spontaneously activated ‘opening my
heart’ to do what I could as if Ben were my son.
Being mindful/conscious in extreme and even not so extreme times of
supporting others is not a neat and tidy, choreographed process. From
the inside it often ‘ain’t too pretty’. It is however much more skilful
and meaningful and less scary than my ego identified little boy would
have it. I sense that this little boy will demand attention until about an
hour after I die and that’s an okay thing. He is what he is – a graduate
of my ‘somebody school’ who has served me well at many times
throughout my life. Bit by bit I am learning to simultaneously
mindfully live with him and also with awareness of him and
therefore be less driven by him.
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This process, as uncoordinated as it seems to be in the ‘marketplace of
life’ has given me direct experience to know a vitally important truth.
The truth is that there is potential in all of us for a very unique and
special experience in each moment when our vulnerable ego (little
boy or girl) is combined with – not replaced by mindfulness,
ahh-llowingness, intentionality and the other personal and
professional emotional maturity essentials to be learned from this
resource.
Though more moments of mindfulness brings these insights, skills and
perspectives to a situation, we still experience much of the normal and
predictable mental, physical and emotional responses to human
suffering. However, at the exact same time, we can authentically
CONSCIOUSLY CONNECT (beyond personality) to the situation
in a more effective, meaningful and peaceful way.
I have difficulty in describing this ‘Conscious Connecting’. It seems
easier to describe what it isn’t. It isn’t the numbed out feeling
resulting from one of the many forms of denial and distraction that we
can, without being mindful, get so attached to in our roles as
caregivers, clinicians and coaches and/or supporters. It also isn’t
some form of indifferent rationalization.
As we experience Conscious Connecting, we start to know, really
know, that we are more than a reactive feeling piece of biology. This
insight teaches us that we don’t even have to necessarily typically feel
close, loving etc. to authentically be connected.
Some part of this process also it seems, enables us in these moments
of service to somehow connect to that ‘life force’ that pushes the
grass through cracks in concrete sidewalks and that guides through
‘Hidden Hands’ optimal human responses. Conscious Connecting
also enables us to transcend the illusion of our separateness from
others to fully experience true intimacy with total strangers as we
work passionately to help relieve deep human suffering and assist
others to live to their fullest body, mind and spiritual potential.
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2.9 From This Resource Participants Will:
Develop both personal and transpersonal capacity and
capabilities e.g. how to’s in the following areas:
• Concentration
• Calming of the Mind and Body
• Sensory Awareness and Clarity
• Non-Attachment

Learn the 6 Level B-FIT Mindfulness Process and Practical
Applications
Level A
Skilfully pay ATTENTION to ‘WHAT’ I am Doing as I
am Doing it!
Level B

Knowing that I am ‘Here’ NOW.

Level C

Skilfully pay attention to how my Body Sensations,
Feelings and Image and/or Talk thoughts (B-FIT) are
reacting to what I am doing/experiencing.

Level D

Skilfully pay attention to the ‘ever changing’ qualities of
B-FIT.

Level E

Mindfully intend all others well being.

Level F

Marketplace Mindfulness Applications i.e.
Conscious and Compassionate

Communications
Consumption
Caregiving
Conflict
Coupling
Connecting
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3.

THE 4 ESSENTIAL ‘HOW TO’ SKILLS
OF B-FIT MINDFULNESS
Concentration

The ability to pay continuous attention to that which is
relevant and important at the time e.g. being as attentive
as if you are walking on ice, downhill and holding a
baby.

Calmness

A subjective state of ‘Peace’, non-urgency, openness, and
non-drivenness experienced due to intentionality and also
as a natural by-product of concentration and focusing.

Sensory Awareness
and Clarity
achieved through focused ‘observation’ on the B-FIT
senses e.g. their
-

intensity – stronger, weaker, same

-

spacial form – larger, smaller, same

-

locations – shifting or same

-

speed of change – fast, slow, jerky

Non-attachment being the intentional, subjective non-interference with the
flow/movement/changingness of B-FIT experience –
‘ahh-llowing’.
Very Important: This is not a cognitive reframing or
analysis of situations e.g. “It’s all good” or “This too will
pass” etc. Although this kind of cognitive reframing is
useful, this mindfulness process is a full exploration and
letting go of all B-FIT senses by applying the awareness
strategies listed above.
NOTE:

All how to’s are learned and practised in Section 7 below.
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3.1

Concentration
Possibly the most important of all human faculties to enable us to
have a meaningful and socially responsible life is concentration.
Concentration is simply the ability to pay continuous attention to
that which is relevant and important at the time. Without the
ability to concentrate/focus/pay attention, our ability and motivation
to optimally ‘be in the world’ will be seriously compromised.
This decrease in one’s ability to concentrate and its consequences of
low/no mindfulness makes the problem of illegal drug use look almost
inconsequential. This is because much of the poverty, wars and
suffering in general around the world I would suggest has its roots in
no/low levels of consciousness. This no/low consciousness is
constantly fed by the average person’s inability to concentrate to catch
and calm the driven (personal and societal) ego that demands, bigger,
better, more and newer to be content ‘not bored’ and happy.
B-FIT Mindfulness is a proven powerful skill that can help save this
vital and necessary faculty of concentration. In so doing it
significantly improves the likelihood of our being better able and
willing to know, understand and ‘feel’ the needs of others. Being able
to concentrate on the subtle but significant important messages from
others forms the foundation of being fully present and compassionate
(a.k.a. conscious).
Another concentration factor that makes our EGO driven human
predicament so potentially destructive is the insatiable addiction that
our mind and body ‘filtering’ system has of wandering from being
present to another, to instead hunting for Ego food like:
-

assurances from others,
being in control,
being right,
being above criticism,
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-

-

not being excluded,
anger to ‘armour the heart’ so it doesn’t have to
experience the far more painful feelings of fear and
sadness.
feeling secure

This being unable to be concentrated and focused with another
unless we find them interesting, attractive or stimulating is possibly
one of the most challenging elements of interpersonal relationships.
B-FIT Mindfulness will do much to eliminate these risks.

3.2

Calming
The calming skill of B-FIT Mindfulness helps us to self regulate the
autonomic nervous system. This enables one to experience a
relatively calm mind and body when experiencing a potentially
stressful life situation.
Being relatively calm regardless of conditions is a simple but deeply
effective and meaningful way of relating to or supporting another. It
is essential to consistently, accurately and in timely ways assess and
appropriately respond to other’s special personal needs, emotional
states due to ‘hijacks’ and/or risks associated with agitation, anger
and/or aggression.
With B-FIT Mindfulness to pay better attention and be subjectively
calm with what is happening as it is happening, one is also more
optimally prepared to problem solve when a difficult situation needs
correcting. Typically when in a threatening situation, one’s limbic
brain takes over and their I.Q. drops to ‘single digits’. B-FIT
Mindfulness not only prevents these reactions but intuitive ‘good
ideas’ seem to flow much more readily.
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Research (ref. Golemon, D., Emotional Intelligence) has proven
beyond all doubt that the calming skill of mindfulness enables one to
regulate the autonomous nervous system that otherwise produces
fear, freeze, fight or flight reactions.
B-FIT Mindfulness self calming is a skill whereby one’s observing
mind and open heart are trained to pay attention to what B-FIT is
doing and experiencing moment by moment. This way of responding
(not reacting) is similar to how we naturally calmly open our heart and
be our most compassionate self when we are caring for a sick child or
a loved one who is dying. Regardless of our perceptions, thoughts,
energy and/or personal filters we just don’t experience the other as
‘difficult’. Also it’s no ‘big deal’, we just calmly connect with them
unconditionally no matter what ‘subjective’ internal messages are
being given. We then facilitate an optimal response that could include
being gentle or firm, moving forward or holding back etc. It is
therefore very useful at times in preventing difficult behaviour
from escalating – ours and others (ref. Research Section 6 below).

3.3

Sensory Awareness and Clarity
The Sensory Awareness and Clarity component of B-FIT Mindfulness
yields a deep ‘knowing’ – beyond cognition, of how one’s 6 senses
(especially B-FIT) perceive and misperceive reality to create highly
subjective and often irrational responses to ‘life’. Over time it
becomes clearer and clearer that we are not our driven sensory
reactions e.g. body sensations, thoughts and feelings based on our
uniquely personal and subjective conditioned identity. Rather ‘at our
core’ we all share a common unifying quality that is beyond our
driven senses.
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Clarifying B-FIT senses has 3 specific steps:
 Becoming aware that a sense has been activated e.g. there
is a tight chest, or there is the feeling of frustration or
there is self talk about being frustrated.
 Highly concentrated ‘tracking’ of the location, spacial
form, speed, frequency and intensity of the activation of
body sensations, feelings and thoughts e.g. stronger,
weaker, same or faster, slower, same.
 Infusing the experience with intentional ahh-llowingness.
(Refer to Section 7 below for detailed ‘how to’s’).

What is ‘clarifying’? B-FIT Mindfulness skills are significantly
enhanced once we commit to learn to fully and skilfully experience
(i.e. get clear about) our B-FIT senses. As we get ‘clearer’ about how
the B-FIT driven ego works we become disengaged from the
drivenness of the ego as it mercilessly attempts to manipulate
situations and others to gain our emotional and physical security.
Clarifying is not a cognitive or behavioural management strategy.
In ego B-FIT ‘clarifying’ we are not focused on the content or
meaning of our subjective B-FIT reactions e.g. “that is unfair, why do
they always have to”. We are focused on the way or form of how
B-FIT is reacting – not the cognitive meaning of the thoughts or
feelings e.g. Image or Talk thinking.
The conscious non driven sensory self is like what is left after each
‘prison’ brick of drivenness is mindfully ‘cleared away’ from around
our true being. This ‘clearing away’ is a natural (just happens) by55

product of just being aware and ahh-llowing of what B-FIT is doing.
That’s all!
This clearing away seems to be guided by our deeper, more
emotionally mature innate survival ordering principles where the
illusion of separateness e.g. ‘good guys and bad guys’ is not the
fundamental law of living and loving. This awareness decreases
much of the natural urgency that the mindless driven ego (made up
mainly of reacting B-FIT senses) manufactures.
When we do sensory clarity mindfulness, the result is that the
observer experiences others and situations beyond subconscious
senses subjectively needing it to be otherwise.
This conscious unconditional non driven sensory process is one’s
optimal place
•
•
•
•
•
•

to make choices
to move closer or farther away,
to take action or be passive,
to speak or to be silent,
to direct or be directed,
to be gentle or firm.

With this Sensory Awareness and Clarifying process, because we
consciously sense and experience our non-separate true common
nature, we are now freer to be and act from a place of sincere
kindness and compassion for others and our self, regardless of the
content or meaning of our sensory feelings, thoughts or body
sensations. (ref. detail section 8 below)
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As a result of skilfully ‘clarifying’ sensory reactions through
awareness, our mind and heart open beyond our ego’s fearful
blindness. We can now have an accurate perception of the needs
of a moment. From this place of connecting we don’t ‘think’ of
the best response because it just comes to us as natural as when
someone in close proximity to us is falling and we just naturally
reach out to help them.
This manifestation of our common ‘true’ nature, as personified in our
Observer - self is where real love and compassion are nurtured as our
driven B-FIT ego gasps its last breaths. In connecting beyond
subconscious locked up B-FIT senses we see and believe in all
possibilities for another’s and our own goodness.
In these moments of ‘clarified’ conscious connecting we just
naturally do not ‘subjectively’ respond to family, friends or
individuals who are ill, disabled or impoverished powerful people as
they seem. We still of course implement best practices to manage
‘objective’ reality. Subjectively however we optimally respond to
them as if they are manifesting their most mature identity. In this way
we help them ‘be their best’ by not reinforcing their feelings and
behaviours. This B-FIT mindful response then is the best way to
ensure optimal respect for everyone involved.
Much of what is necessary for this process to manifest is for us to
develop the skill of being aware of (i.e. experience more clearly)
what each reactive B-FIT sense is doing not what it is saying. We
then experience it with ‘Ahh-llowing’ non attachment and
consciously connect by staying present and observing, mindfully
observing.
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This sensory ‘clarifying’ experience then increases the likelihood of
having many more moments throughout the day when we can, just by
being aware and ahh-llowing, also become ‘open’ to much more
complete, meaningful and heartfelt experiences with all others.
This way of being with another strongly influences and supports
theirs and our own joyous and fulfilling moments of laughter,
creativity and love of life.

3.4

Non Attachment
At any given moment, situational or outside ‘objective’ reality is
taking place e.g. someone is criticizing or complimenting us.
Simultaneously we have ‘subjective’ internal reactions to this
situation e.g. embarrassment, anger, joy.
The B-FIT Mindfulness non-attachment skill begins with
simultaneously intentionally infusing each awareness of our
subjective experience with an attitude of ‘let it be-ness’, matter of
factness ‘surrender’ etc. that we call non-attachment or ‘Ahh-llowing’.
When one is subjectively non-attached to actions and outcomes, the
most appropriate words and actions are taken. Internally (i.e.
subjectively) because we are mindful, we are calm and conscious as
well so our Heart remains open.
Our words are:

- useful

- truthful

- kind and

- timely

(Ref. the following page for a graphic description of non-attachment)
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Non-Attachment
Is a way of being
not a feeling, or thinking state
Is an active,
dynamic Ahh-llowing
process, not indifference

NonAttachment

Always includes working
to passionately improve objective
'outer world' realities while simultaneously
surrendering subjective 'inner world' reactions
ie. Body, Feeling, Image and Talk Thoughts (B-FIT)
Is Ahh-llowing while not necessarily accepting
Embraces uncertainty
and is trusting that the outcomes
are 'just right' for this moment

Non-Attachment does not mean to be in a place where there is no pain, challenges
or life problems. It means to be surrounded by this chaos and be calm, connected,
compassionate, capable and cheerful.

A Centre for
Mindful Living
peter.mindfulliving@gmail.com
www.rygiel.ca
01/17/11 ©
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4.

A MARKETPLACE MINDFULNESS
SELF ASSESSMENT
The following is a user friendly self assessment of how mindful you may be
on an average day. This self assessment is mainly intended to stimulate your
critical thinking about your mindfulness skills and not to accurately quantify
them.

The Scale

Day-to-Day Experiences
Instructions: Below are a number of statements about your everyday
experiences. Using the 1 – 5 scale below, please indicate how frequently or
infrequently you currently have each experience. Answer according to what
really reflects your experience rather than what you think your experience
should be.

1
Most of the Time
never

2

3

4

Frequently Occasionally

5

Infrequently

Almost

I drive to places on ‘automatic pilot’.
i.e. I put the key in the ignition and then
I realize I’ve driven some place once I
get there.

1

2

3

4

5

I could be experiencing an important
emotion (positive or negative) and not
be conscious that I am having it until

1

2

3

4

5
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some time later.
I eat without being aware that I am
eating (and therefore miss much of the
pleasure of the experience).
When I am involved in a special activity
with a loved one e.g. bathing a child,
feeding an elderly parent, or playing a
favourite sport or hobby, even then my
mind wanders to other things like
“what’s next” or a memory of the past
or focusing on an irrelevant thought or
distraction.
It seems I am ‘running on autopilot’
when I am offering care and support to
others. I don’t seem to have much
awareness of what I’m doing at the
moment.
When I get anxious about or angry with
someone, it takes me some time e.g. an
hour or more to actually realize or
‘catch myself’ feeling this way so as to
start to improve the situation.
I do ‘work type’ or boring things mainly
only to get them done.
When I can’t fall asleep. I have a stream
of unnecessary (at this time) thoughts
and feelings that continue to keep me
awake.
When I am caring for, supporting or
helping someone, I don’t think at the
time to consciously intend for them to
have an optimal experience e.g. feel
safe, heal, get well, feel good and/or

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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trust.
To keep having fulfillment and
happiness in my daily life I need more
and more compared to finding that less,
more fully experienced can be more.

1

2

3

4

5

Scoring:
Add each numerical rating for the 10 statements and multiply by 2. This
number may approximate the % time each day that you are mindful.
NOTE:
Do not be discouraged by a relatively low score. Our sampling
suggests that the range for ‘normal’ adults is between 30 – 45
mindful. Granted, in this personal essential we don’t want to be too
normal. The truly great news is that even between 45 – 60 (which is
potentially highly attainable through mindfulness practice) suggests a
satisfactory level of insight and skill to truly make a difference in
many of life’s meaningful moments, and to help others do the same.
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5.

SIX LEVELS AND APPLICATIONS OF
B-FIT MINDFULNESS
The following outlines the 6 levels of experience and applications of the
fully comprehensive B-FIT Mindfulness process.

These 6 levels develop incrementally as we become more proficient in
concentration, calming, sensory awareness and clarity, and non-attachment.

NOTE:

All How To’s for each level are offered in step by step
processes outlined below in Section 7.
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The 6 Level B-FIT Mindfulness Process & Applications
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5.1

Level A - Paying Attention to What I am Doing
Paying attention to what I am doing is done by everyone when we
experience something new, or must be careful not to get physically
hurt. This Level A skill is just paying attention to the every day
common events such as eating, walking, driving the car, talking and
listening to someone etc.. Normally, because of ‘adaptation’ most
untrained people gloss over these common events once the newness is
gone. (Reference Appendix -I Inattentional Blindness)
Mindfully paying attention is however paying attention to each and
every ‘ordinary’, common moment (without the anxiety) as if:

-

You were walking on ice down hill and carrying a baby or
You were on a ladder cleaning windows or
Driving in a blinding snow storm or
Driving with a police officer right behind you.
As we apply B-FIT Mindfulness skills with this level of intensity, we
start to see and experience more of what is happening around us and
within us. As the muscle of concentration grows, we are able to hold
a focus on subtle but very significant aspects of our outer objective
reality that ordinarily would be missed! Simultaneously we explore
more of ‘inner’ space (our subjective reality).
This process starts by concentrating on subtle, ‘wispy’ experiences
e.g. mindful breath/body awareness exercises. The opposite
experience of being concentrated by stimulating sensory messages
e.g. computer, TV, does virtually nothing to enhance this mindfulness
development process, in fact it compromises it.
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To complement development of these focusing experiences we
expand practise to pay attention to routine daily activities such as
walking, eating and interactions with others.
Most consciousness raising disciplines and traditions begin by
‘paying attention to what we are doing as we are doing it’. This
level of mindfulness is especially useful to cultivate calm and
concentration. This is a vital prerequisite to be able to experience the
other essential B-FIT Mindfulness skills of sensory awareness and
clarity and non-attachment.

5.2

Level B – ‘Catching’ Myself Being Here Now
This Level B skill may seem so subtle that you initially struggle to
justify learning it. Being aware of being ‘Here’ in many moments
throughout the day however is a very effective way to become
‘mindfully present’. Normal consciousness would have us unaware
and just reacting with raw instincts anchored in roots of vulnerability.
Coming to ‘Here’ i.e. ‘remembering’ helps us break the enslaving
chain of ‘forgetting’ (where we are when we are there).
Must be Mindful in Each Moment to Activate Wisdom
One of many insights to be explored ‘here’ is the ‘Truth’ that unless
we are mindful in the moment (a.k.a. HERE) of daily happenings,
we will not be sufficiently present to be able to even recall what the
optimal response to a given situation should be, let alone act on it.
With B-FIT Mindfulness reminding us that ‘we are here, now’ in this
situation, we are at least aware that a ‘choice’ is possible.
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As an experiment, recall the last time that you became angry. How
long from the moment it started did it take you to realize that you
were angry or anxious? Only then could you activate your
anger/anxiety management skills to start recovery from this emotional
hijack e.g. “Ah – there is anger/anxiety” – 1 minute? 1 hour? 1 day? –
all less than optimal.
The unconscious/unaware person does not really have a choice to
activate their self-regulation skills, will power and/or behaviour
until they become mindful in this moment i.e. ‘HERE’.
Alternatively (without mindfulness) the body/mind just follows
preprogrammed (usually) less than optimal prolonged natural
emotional recovery steps back to neutral or positive feelings e.g. after
we are angry, we go through a ‘cooling down’ period of hrs./days that
just happens! This is often after relationship damage has resulted and
even personal health compromised from freeze, fight or flight
‘hormone hits’ throughout the body.
Optimal relating therefore is greatly compromised if this level of
proactive B-FIT Mindfulness is absent.
(Right now become aware that you are reading this sentence. Ahh –
(insert your name here) - ‘Peter is reading this sentence’. This is the
skill being discussed here.)
Continue to still pay attention to being Here! a.k.a. catching
This ‘not being here’ also regrettably ensures that we will NOT see
and fully experience most of the beauty, order and generosity that is
all around us, in one’s own life and in the lives of individuals we
support.
Catching our self being ‘Here’ is a subtle but potentially powerful
dimension of B-FIT Mindfulness that is extremely important for the
manifestation of authentic wisdom and compassion.
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The wisdom of ‘Here’ (knowing that I’m ‘Here’ in this moment)
offers for example the following benefits:
• ‘Here’ can be an effective trigger to activate
remembering the insights and skills learned in other
trainings e.g. active listening.
• ‘Here’ can be a vital timely prompt to intentionally
activate insights, wisdom and skills learned through other
personal growth experiences. e.g. empathy.
• ‘Here’ can give one an early warning signal that an
emotional hijack has started to occur e.g. to become
aware of a feeling of irritation or impatience.
• ‘Here’ opens the door to bring immediate perspective
to this moment. “Ahh relative to other possibilities, this
situation is not bad/pretty good”.
• ‘Here’ enables us to more fully experience the wonderful
moments of laughter, fun, humor with individuals we
relate with.
• ‘Here’ reminds us to slow ‘it’ down (objectively and/or
subjectively) which promotes non-driven doing a.k.a.
Being i.e. not doing anything – just to get it done.

With practise, CATCHING, i.e. knowing that I am ‘Here’ and
experiencing . . . starts to become ‘normal’. As this happens,
Catching becomes less necessary. That is, we don’t need to

Catch our self to come back to the present moment
because we never leave (the present moment).
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5.3

Level C – Paying Attention to B-FIT

“It is our mind and that alone that chains us or sets us free”
Dilgo

A more complete definition of B-FIT Mindfulness components are:
B–

All Body sensations not associated with an emotion e.g.
pressure, touch, pain from physical discomfort, pleasure from
physical stimulation.

F-

Feelings including all physical sensations associated with
an emotion e.g. worry – an upset stomach or happy positive facial muscle expressions like a smile. Feeling
also includes dozens of emotions e.g. worry that is not
seemingly necessarily related to a body sensation.

I-

Image way of thinking. We have thoughts in 2 forms.
One is with pictures, mind movies etc.. We label this
Image.

T-

Talk way of thinking. The other form we think in is through
internal monologue, words, phrases, sentences. We label
this Talk.

Body Sensations, Feelings, thinking in ‘internal’ Images and thinking
in internal Talk (B-FIT) are the 4 main processes that humans are
‘hard-wired’ to use to perceive and make ‘sense’ of each moment of
life. For an untrained (a.k.a. ‘normal’) person, for the most part, these
4 processes unknowingly happen to them and then also pretty much
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also unknowingly dominate and drive their reactions (sometimes
positive and sometimes not) to most life situations.
B-FIT reactions are based on complex brain architecture, chemistry
and psychological predispositions inherited and accumulated since
birth. This survival oriented ‘set up’ keeps the average person
extremely ‘forgetful’ of where they are when they are there. This
forgetfulness includes an almost total absence of knowing how Body
sensations and Image and Talk thoughts are transforming into feelings
and feeling negative ‘hijacks’.
As a result, when stressed the unaware person is often highly
vulnerable to divisive negative emotional reactions like indifference,
impatience, irritability, anger, fear, and eventually burnout or stopping
to really ‘care’. This is especially true when supporting someone
who is not appreciative and/or when dealing with difficult
behaviour.
This condition of relative mindlessness also generally blocks the
ability to truly experience deep satisfaction, fulfillment and happiness
with most of our relationships and roles e.g. when helping and relating
to others.
This Level C B-FIT Mindfulness process enables one to
deliberately and systematically pay attention at a ‘magnified’ level
to subjective (internal) experiences compared to mindfulness at
Level A. The results of this more complete paying attention to
what is happening subjectively in B-FIT, significantly helps us to
prevent emotional hijacks and therefore offer enhanced optimal
relating.
Bringing Awareness, Calm, Sensory Awareness and Clarity and
Non-attachment to the B-FIT process reduces being driven and
gripped by ‘negative’ external situations in our ‘outside’ world.
Having this more complete awareness in the present moment also
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makes possible more fully experiencing the enjoyment of positive
moments.
Another very significant influence that this level C - B-FIT
Mindfulness skill has on enriching our lives and our commitment to
enriching the lives of others is to expose a harmful illusion created
and maintained by our erroneous belief of who we think we are.
B-FIT unexplored by awareness, creates the rock solid illusion that
our feelings and thoughts ARE who we are. Our language becomes a
skilful accomplice in this ‘crime’ e.g., “I am frightened”, “I am
angry” or “I am depressed” convinces us that we are made up of this
thought and/or feeling. Said often enough, our brain believes its own
‘public relations’!
The neurons in our brain that fire together get wired together and are
therefore most likely to be activated. When ‘I am’ is played over and
over due to not knowing our own True Nature, it becomes reality and
this reality keeps us vulnerable and vigilant.
In practising this C Level - B-FIT Mindfulness skill, we directly
experience and therefore really know, beyond understanding or
analysis that we are not our thoughts and feelings. We experience
that they are useful messengers but that ‘who we are’ is
significantly more than a library of ‘I am’ concepts, beliefs and
programmed limbic brain reactions.

As we directly observe and consciously experience
each element of B-FIT hundreds of times, we start
to know, really know that these coming and going
reactions to life are absolutely impermanent. We
see that only this ‘Bigger Mind’, that just
observes/witnesses, is constant. It is open, non76

judgmental, non-driven, non-reactive. It is just
pure ‘Being’.
It is like our original thoughts and feelings that previously seemed like
“this is who/what I am”, now are seen as just messengers (coming and
going) to give us the necessary ‘heads up’ to be happy and safe.
First in practice, then more and more in the marketplace, we find our
self saying Ahh – “There is” instead of “I am” e.g. there is anger
and a tight chest, and a weak arm instead of “I am angry”.

To repeat, this is not a cognitive assessment or
theoretical belief. This direct experience changes the
brain’s perception to deeply know this fact (ref.
Goleman D., Emotional Intelligence).
With this knowing, negative feelings and thoughts
lose much of their gripping power to drive and
distort our feelings and behaviours.
This Knowing is like the difference between reading a travel log of a
different country (normal processing) compared to living there for a
year (i.e. with B-FIT processing ‘knowing’ is deeper and much more
complete).
Or this is like being a professional wine taster versus someone who
can’t tell the difference between a $10.00 bottle and a $100.00 bottle.
This new ‘state of the art’ brain/spirit hardware is further reinforced
by the wisdom of here software that is now constantly processing life
in much more conscious, in this moment, non-resistant and nonattached ‘there is’ perspectives.
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Therefore my little two-line poem ‘delights’ in this wonderful
discovery.
“I shudder when I think of the thoughts that I see

If not for awareness they would have been me.”

Indifference Is NOT Non-Attachment

Vigilance Is NOT Mindfulness
At first glance vigilance appears to be mindfulness. I come into a
crowded room and become ‘aware’ of the scene. Who should I talk to;
I wonder what so and so is saying. I would feel comfortable with them,
not them. What should I say, not say. How can I avoid embarrassment,
criticism, not being liked? We all have our ‘entering the room
situations’, money, family issues, lust, jealousy, health worries, etc..
Mostly this level of awareness is the unending, driven vigilant mind
chatter, ‘keep me safe and secure’ reactions that have kept our species
alive for thousands of years.
I enter the same ‘room’ mindfully . . . I know that I am entering. Peter
is aware that Peter is entering the room or worrying or whatever. Ah,
there is anxiousness, ah there is planning, strategizing, insecurity, ah,
look at those body sensations, look at those thoughts – “when will I
ever grow up” – ah, another thought – Ah-llow – “Here I am – here
now!” “I am now mindfully intending to authentically connect here”
(not necessarily talking) with everyone – the ‘good’, the ‘bad’, the
‘ugly! It’s all good! This is an example of being mindful-not vigilant!
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Similarly, indifference is often mistaken for Non-Attachment/Ahhllowingness. Non-attachment is subjectively yielding to or
surrendering into the awareness of the B-FIT Process e.g. ‘tight chest’
while still taking appropriate action based on the meaning given to us
from B-FIT. i.e. we observe and ‘ahh-llow’ specific body sensations
and/or thoughts that are reactions to a stressful situation.
Simultaneously we always work with full commitment to change or
improve objective ‘outside’ realities.
Indifference, unlike non-attachment takes a ‘hands off’ attitude to both
inside (subjective) reality and outside reality e.g. “Oh it doesn’t really
matter so just accept it, who cares”.
Non-attachment Ahh-llows B-FIT reactions e.g. body sensations and/or
thoughts to be, change, leave, etc. . . and stays passionately committed
to changing the situation as appropriate, however with no attachment to
the planned outcomes!

5.4

Level D - Mindfulness of Changingness
Level D Mindfulness is learning to pay attention at more subtle levels
to what is happening, to become aware of the ongoing changingness
qualities of all of B-FIT. Having this skill is to become aware of how
Body reactions, Feelings and Image and Talk thoughts are like all of
nature in that they are constantly changing i.e. B-FIT components are
always coming and going.
e.g. Image active goes to rest ‘clear’ (as in the coast is clear) and back
to active.
Talk active goes to rest ‘quiet’ (an absence of talk) and back to active.
For example, you are observing an image in your mind of say walking
down a beach, Label this “Image”! As you continue to observe with
you ‘minds eye’, the image fades or dissolves, Label this “clear” (as in
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the coast is clear). Another image arises and a discernable thought
starts to appear, then it fades into a wispy something that is not a
discernable thought and so on.
The same happens with internal talk. First there is quiet, then an
indiscernible ‘pre-cognitive’ rumble, then a discernable word or
phrase ‘is said by the mind’, then it fades or disappears.
This is experiencing the expanding and contracting ‘Nature of all of
Nature’.
In between the active and rest states we can observe a subtle moving
energy that is pre or post conscious image, or talk. The same exists
for body sensations and feelings. They get stronger or weaker, faster
or slower, bigger or smaller etc.
In this Level D process, we pay attention even more so to the
subjective B-FIT experience as an activity vs. mindlessly being
griped or driven by its meaning.
Once we can pay closer attention to even just a little of this
‘changingness quality’, B-FIT (even more than in Level C experience)
significantly lessens its overwhelming power over us. We get so that
we automatically ‘let go’ of the subjective B-FIT reactions. As a
result we now have more capacity without being harmfully stressed to
willingly, skilfully and passionately work to change what must be
changed in our outside world.
With this Level D process, we truly experience natural compassion
with all others because what we are experiencing in these mindful
moments is our true nature – both of us. This knowing, - beyond
thinking about it, significantly enhances the liberation gained from
Levels A, B & C. It gives us a much bigger perspective from which
to skilfully and unconditionally relate to life events and all others.
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5.5

Level E - Mindfully Intending the ‘Well Being’ of Others

This part of the B-FIT Mindfulness process has 3 main stages of
development.
1)

Being sufficiently conscious in the present enables us to
deliberately send strong positive signals of intentionality to
and for another’s well being e.g. Breathing in “May you be
peaceful”. Breathing out “May my peace be shared with you”.

2)

B-FIT Mindfulness evolves an inner capacity of our more
naturally compassionate self that starts to influence all of our
relationships.
As this ‘well being’ process matures, daily situations like
parenting, partnering, caregiving/supporting or interacting with
difficult people starts to take on new meaning and outcomes.
Now, instead of being drained by their needs or ‘negativity’
(which commonly results in burn out or becoming indifferent),
we see, even look for ways to relieve their suffering in healthy
and resilient ways. Our responses are not only less defensive;
they have a quality of genuine concern. This concern can now
also be balanced with wisdom that prevents us from being
pulled into ‘the melodrama’. This applies to individuals you
care for/support, family, friends, co-workers and strangers
alike.

3)

In the 3rd stage of mindfully influencing the well being of
others through mindful intentionality, we consciously direct
some time each week to social service, peace activism,
volunteering at a shelter, or just generally asking “how can I
help”?
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At this Sage 3 development, a large majority of folks who are
consistently guided by a well balanced, all inclusive, and ‘non driven’
awakening journey get much more than they bargained for.
This ‘more’ from the bargain is an identifiable joyous fulfillment
from one’s commitment and daily action to share with and care
for others.
Somehow it seems that even without really starting with the specific
intention of growing deeper ‘others’- centered values, it takes on a life
of its own. This ‘natural’ evolving of the Universal Spirit/Energy that
opens the heart even to ‘difficult’ people has become a highly
credible benchmark to assess authentic progress in healing, spiritual
awakening and emotional maturing.
It would be speculative to say exactly what the process of ‘opening
the heart’ (Level E) looks like, however, we can safely identify
several of the more obvious indicators of opening.
As our general awareness/mindfulness for everything increases, we
just simply ‘see’ more of the injustices, poverty and violence that have
been occurring around us. Out of sight, out of mind – in sight (and
seen) in mind and heart. How could we, until we really started to
awaken, have missed so many of the needs for care and support in our
neighbourhood, with work colleagues, in our city, country and around
the world?
We volunteer more. In a busy shopping mall we now notice the need
of a person who is disabled and move to help as sensitively and
inconspicuously as possible.
We even find more patience and genuine tolerance with ‘difficult’
people. What is happening to us?
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With awareness and non-attachment also comes perspective. We are
constantly reminding our self of how we ‘lucked out’ to have what we
have which gives a sharper focus and edge to realizing that many
others have very little.
We finally hear that North America with 10% of the earth’s
population consumes 40% of her natural resources. It becomes
disconcerting to know that this is much of what makes our democracy
so appealing? How would we all enjoy this form of governing if our
standard of living was cut by 300% similar to most developing
countries? Opening the Heart does bring perspective and genuine
social action.
Possibly however, most critical to the obvious influences that come
from a mindful awakening, healing, maturing and transforming life is
awareness of the predicament and prison that we are all in. This
compels us to share, care and dare to reach out to others for whom
our heart was previously closed or indifferent.
Now we ‘grasp’ the deep insights into how our bio, chemical, psycho,
socio predispositions (AKA EGO) are not just our predicament but
the predicament for everyone. This can often start to soften ridged,
self-righteous, closed hearts at home, work, locally and globally.
Knowing, really knowing that this predicament is universal brings
many to the compassionate position that asks, ‘How can we really
blame anyone who walks and talks in their sleep’? With this
knowing we now do what is useful and necessary with all others to
change their behaviour but don’t put them out of our heart. This
reality just seems to give us no other choice than to ‘help’. It is no big
deal, we just do it once we truly see through others’ (all others)
disguises and vulnerability.
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This Level E of our B-FIT Mindfulness model then must also be
practised during daily B-FIT Mindfulness practice sessions. The more
we practise, the better we will be able to take these intentions, values
and consciousness to the marketplace (ref. Level F below).

INTENDING THE WELL BEING OF OTHERS
I do not want to give the impression that nonviolence will work miracles overnight.
People are not easily moved from their mental ruts or purged of their prejudice and
irrational feelings. When the under-privileged demand freedom, the privileged first
react with bitterness and resistance. Even when the demands are couched in
nonviolent terms, the initial response is the same.
So the nonviolence approach does not immediately change the heart of the
oppressor. It first does something to the hearts and souls of those committed to it. It
gives them a new self-respect; it calls up resources of strength and courage that
they did not know they had. Finally, it reaches the opponent and so stirs his
conscience that reconciliation becomes a reality.
In other words, “We Shall Overcome” means all of us.
Martin Luther King Jr.

5.6

Level F - Marketplace Mindfulness

Level F is learning how to translate our practice into performance.
When I played competitive tennis, one of my coaches would
sometimes have to remind me, “don’t leave too much of your game in
your warm-up suit”.
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Similarly, there is a risk that we leave our mindfulness ‘game’ in
practice. In other words we don’t walk the talk. Mindfulness practice
must translate into performance. Everyday we are called to
consecrate life in small and not so small ways. The fifty thousand
thoughts and hundreds of actions we have every day give us many
opportunities to optimally relate to all others we meet.
Bringing Mindfulness and non-attachment (Awareness and Ahhllowing) to every day marketplace moments is Mindfulness
Performance.
We simultaneously through B-FIT Mindfulness grow from being
mindlessly driven by resistance and greed. We are therefore not
gripped by the gross solidified misperceptions of I, me and mine.
Being less my centered and more Thy centered we now spontaneously
relate to and have ‘holistic empathy’ with the common, everyday
moments in life and relationships. We transform from a less “what’s
in it for me” to a more open, spacious, tolerant, caring ‘partner’. We
simultaneously are optimally conscious to problem solve – ‘make and
shake’ in the world without being attached to the outcomes.
Very importantly this action happens mostly as a by-product of being
faithful to the B-FIT skills and practice. It is not in the main, an
intentional moral act using will power and discipline. As
awareness and ahh-lowingness sculpt away the ego and hormonal
drivennesses, we virtually just become unconditional love, care and
compassion i.e. love, care and compassion as feelings mindlessly
driven by B-FIT senses (ego) are replaced by being it.
I’m going to call on the genius of Leonard Cohen to help me explain
this unexplainable mystery of ‘Being IT’ beyond being driven by BFIT senses of ‘our self’.
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LOVE ITSELF

by Leonard Cohen

The light came through the window.
Straight from the sun above.
And so inside my little room
There plunged the rays of Love.
In streams of light I clearly saw
The dust you seldom see.
Out of which the Nameless makes
A Name for one like me.
I’ll try to say a little more:
Love went on and on
Until it reached an open door –
Then Love itself
Love itself was gone.
All busy in the sunlight
The flecks did float and dance,
And I was tumbled up with them
In formless circumstance.
I’ll try to say a little more:
Love went on and on
Until it reached an open door –
Then Love itself
Love itself was gone.
Then I came back from where I’d been.
My room, it looked the same –
But there was nothing left between
The Nameless and the Name.
All busy in the sunlight
The flecks did float and dance.
And I was tumbled up with them
In formless circumstance.
I’ll try to say a little more:
Love went on and on
Until it reached an open door –
Then Love itself.
Love itself was gone.
Love itself was gone.
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Consider the Following Opportunities for Marketplace Mindfulness in
Personal and Work Life
In the – in work
1)

Consumption
Can we be more fully aware of the necessary ritual of paying someone
to grow and kill plants and animals so that we can keep our bodies
healthy? How well do we give gratitude for the sacrifices of these
beings? Can we, with a little more awareness not consume quite so
much – food, clothing, fuel, chemicals and other natural resources?
“Live simply so that others may simply live”.

2)

Communications
Consecrated communications should, as a minimum, be mindful
and intended to be:
useful

and,

truthful

and,

kindly

and,

timely.
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3)

Controls
Consecrating the inevitable controls in our life might be to
passionately change what can and should be changed and
simultaneously be non-resistant:
• during the change process, and
• with that which cannot or should not be changed at this time.

“Don’t despair and it will be there.”
Gareth

4)

Conflicts
Sometimes with others we must strongly assert our views, opinions
and take corrective actions. At these times, can we stay mindfully and
compassionately aware that there ‘ain’t really any bad guys’, just
asleep victims who will sometimes have to be changed/stopped? Can
we bring the intention and behaviour of peace to moments of upset
and even conflict with our family, friends, coworkers, supervisors and
individuals who we support?
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5)

Conscious Coupling and Coming Apart (ref. appendix III)
Conscious ‘coupling’ transforms the challenging parts of our
relationships with life partners into vessels of opportunity to grow our
holistic maturity. We courageously and with gentle awareness and
ahh-llowingness mindfully ‘explore’ edges that would normally be
avoided or powered through. e.g. edges like jealousy, impatience,
needs to control, irritability etc.
The graphic on the following page is an example of the 5 stage
process of becoming ‘Being It’ (love) in ‘coupling’ (significant other)
relationships.
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Conscious Coupling and Coming Apart –
A Path of Awakening

‘Being Love’ is the times in our Relationship when we are . . .
• Giving unconditional physical and emotional support to the other to the
extent that the supporting complements each person’s life and growth
potential (not promoting destructive dependence for either of us).
• Helping each other to grow with and through our limited personal
identities/egos of adolescent insecurities, filters, hormonal drives and fears
by encouragement and also initiating as useful, conscious compassionate
conflict.
• Supporting and helping our partner to explore and test new interests, careers,
and relationships etc. as part of their conscious searching for the deepest
truths about loving, faith, living and dying.
• While working passionately to change and improve relationship roles,
responsibilities, boundaries etc. simultaneously embracing the inevitable
personal sacrifices and compromises as ‘grist for our consciousness
development mill’, not a balance sheet of IOUs.
• Being unconditionally compassionate with our partner – even when we don’t
feel it.
• When our fearful Ego has transformed to be able to gently embrace (not
necessarily accept) all conditions of life partnering including:
- Staying mindfully non-driven and aware at the times when we are
experiencing Hormego Heaven (ref. Stage 1 Graphic above).
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- Staying Consciously Connected/Mindfully Skilled at times of boredom,
being blamed and blow-ups etc.
- When one has been betrayed and/or ‘left’, being unconditionally
forgiving and without regret i.e. coming apart with an open heart i.e. like
‘loving enemies’.
- Being fully whole i.e. Happy, Healthy, Healing and Helping (others) in
living without a life partner.
- Being unconditionally accepting of our self as we heal and grow from our
serious ‘mistakes’.
• Mindfully experiencing union that celebrates the moment by moment
rebirth (in sickness and in health) of that quality of the ‘Life Force’ that is
only possible to experience through the beyond ego two into oneness
process.
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The Prophet – Gilbran
When love beckons to you, follow him, though his ways are hard and steep.
And when his wings enfold you yield to him, though the sword hidden
among his pinions may wound you.
And when he speaks to you believe in him, though his voice may shatter
your dreams as the north wind lays waste the garden.
For even as love crowns you so shall he crucify you. Even as he is for
your growth so is he for your pruning.
Even as he ascends to your heights and caresses your tenderest branches that
quiver in the sun, so shall he descend to your roots and shake them in their
clinging to the earth.
Like sheaves of corn he gathers you unto himself.
He threshes you to make you naked.
He sifts you to free you from your husks.
He grinds you to whiteness.
He kneads you until you are pliant;
And then he assigns you to his sacred fire, that you may become sacred
bread for God’s sacred feast.
All these things shall love do unto you that you may know the secrets of
your heart, and in that knowledge become a fragment of Life’s heart
(i.e. potential payoffs and purpose).
But if in your fear you would seek only love’s peace and love’s pleasure,
then it is better for you that you cover your nakedness and pass out of love’s
threshing floor, into the seasonless world where you shall laugh, but not all
of your laughter, and weep, but not all of your tears.
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Love gives naught but itself and takes naught but from itself.
Love possesses not nor would it be possessed; for love is sufficient unto
love.
When you love you should not say, “God is in my heart,” but rather, “I am in
the heart of God.”
And think not you can direct the course of love, for love, if it finds you
worthy, directs your course.
Love has no other desire but to fulfill itself.
But if you love and must need have desires, let these be your desires:
To melt and be like a running brook that sings its melody to the night.
To know the pain of too much tenderness. To be wounded by your own
understanding of love; and to bleed willingly and joyfully.
To wake at dawn with a winged heart and give thanks for another day of
loving; to rest at the noon hour and meditate loves’ ecstasy; to return home
at eventide with gratitude;
And then to sleep with a prayer for the beloved in your heart and a song of
praise upon your lips.
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6)

Catastrophizing
Some parts of consecrating the catastrophes in our life could be to not
add to the suffering. Allow nature to ‘open us’ a little more with the
grief or fear, etc. by mindfully and ahh-llowingly experiencing the
pain that gives grace the space to grow our faith in the unfolding
Mystery. With this depth of awareness we just know that we know so
little to ‘judge’ anything. Although we always work to help and
change what we can, sometimes the only holistic space that we can
hold in moments of human tragedy is to bring ahh-llowingness (nonresistance) to Body, Feeling, Image and Talk thoughts in moments of
confusion, pain and uncertainty.

7)

Contemplative Caring
Contemplative care is one of the most challenging, common moments
to be consecrated. In care giving and supporting we experience many
moments of potential resistance, such as:
Fear:

“I just don’t know what to do.”

Helplessness:

“I’m doing all I can, but it still is not enough.”

Boredom:

“When will this shift end so I can get on with my
life?”

Guilt:

“I must do more.”
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Anger: ‘

“Why does he never thank me for all I do for
him?”

Fatigue:

“I just don’t have the energy to go on.”

With practise, we can bring optimal presence and non-resistant to
these moments of service to others. Awareness gives both of us the
space to completely experience B-FIT reactions with more awareness
and therefore more compassion. This is how we transform
caregiver/receiver and supporter relationships into a way for both of
us to connect with more of our holistic values and life potential. This
connecting just seems to noticeably manifest as optimal care and
support in our every day ‘common’ moments of enriching the life
experiences of all individuals whom we support.
Ref. next page “The Conscious Care and Support Process” that can be
applied to all interpersonal interactions from communicating with a
friend to offering care and support as a Human or Health Services
Worker.
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5.7

Summary Marketplace Mindfulness

The Mindfulness qualities, values and relating skills learned
from this resource to be applied in the marketplace of life
are:

1)

Mindfulness and Non-Attachment Skills
i.e. Awareness and Ahh-llowing
• Being Here Now!
• Freedom from and within Difficult Emotions - ‘There Is’ vs ‘I Am’
• A ‘Subjective’ Attitude of ‘It’s All Good’ as I work passionately to
change what should be changed and to be at rest with the rest.
• S/He ain’t heavy – S/He’s my Bros/Sis (loving kindness).
• Real Relationships - ‘Being Love’ Beyond - Bodies and Beauty,
‘Bean’ Counting, Betrayals, Boredom, Blaming and Breakups!

2)

Intentions – In the moment intentionally cultivating an open, just right
attitude of ‘let’s wait and see’ regarding uncertainty and ‘don’t know’
and thereby positively influencing (without attachments) outcomes!

3)

Be Non-Efficient as Much as Possible – Ask yourself – To be positively
relating with this person or doing this task effectively, is doing it ‘quickly’
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really so necessary? Remember efficiency often smothers fulfillment and
authenticity.
4)

No Attachment to Outcomes – Be mindful of driveness to do, to get, to
have something more or different or to achieve or change – be practical but
just ahh-llow the by-products of this process (done as well as possible) to
unfold.

5)

Cultivate the G‘ahh’d Experience
Learn to recognize it and nurture it. Be present with the sacredness of the
perfect flowing order of the galaxies, sap flowing through trees and a dying
person’s breathing etc. etc.

6)

Commit to Daily Sacred Ritual/Prayer/Meditation and/or ‘Secular’
Gratitude
i.e. Cultivating a relatively still, ‘inner calmness’ to all of life’s
tasks/moments regardless of external conditions and chaos.

7)

Live as Simple as Possible (then ratchet it down 2 more notches).
i.e. consume and share responsibly.

8)

Experience the many subtle, very subtle invisible lines of connection to the
mystery that happen every day e.g. moments that appear to transcend time
and space like help from ‘hidden hands’.

9)

Commitment to Loving Kindness – kind, helpful, ethical and responsible
connections to all beings we meet and know about each day.

10)

Awareness of Inter-being-ness i.e. our holistic connection to all.
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11)

Non Negotiable Self Management Skills - Discipline, Effort and
Integrity

12)

Cultivate an attitude of Indebtedness vs. Entitlement.
e.g. especially happiness – it is not an entitlement!

13)

‘Right’ Speech - All words, all of the time must be useful, truthful, kindly
and timely.

14)

Stay ever mindful of the difference between subjective vs. objective
reality.
e.g. ‘Being Peace’ while effectively asserting one’s self in conflict.

15)

Most every human interaction is happening simultaneously at a minimum of
6 different levels e.g. social, logical, hormonal, filters, ego, energy. Mindful
Awareness is essential to ensure compassionate connecting at all levels all
at once and also to remind one’s self “what am I missing at this moment that
would be helpful?”
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5.8

Summary of the 6 Level ‘B-FIT Mindfulness’ Process
So then all 6 levels of the B-FIT Mindfulness process are essential for
us to be fulfilled and to be compassion – not just feel it or do it based
on typical motivations such as roles and responsibilities,
compensation, pride, or even to emulate a sage or saint. It just
becomes a Way, ‘The only Way’ to unconditionally be with all others
and it’s no big deal!
So instead of unconscious roots of vulnerability driving and distorting
our actions with resistance to the ‘not wanted, hard stuff’ or ‘grasping
for more of the good stuff’, we can, with these B-FIT Mindfulness
skills, be more naturally consciously caring, connected and calm
with others and life’s situations and conditions.
These 6 mindfulness levels experienced repeatedly start to rewire
‘circuits’ to know – beyond cognition that we are so much more than
the ideas and judgments that we have about others, our world and our
self.
This ‘rewiring’ process ensures that now, in the marketplace of life
performances, (Level F) we can expect to experience the same
stillness, openness and harmony that we experience in Levels A-E
practice. This compassionate ‘Way of Being’ seems to be a
predictable by-product for almost everyone who learns how to
experience our shared true nature through Levels A-F, B-FIT
Mindfulness.
Throughout this development process, mindful presence and
conscious connecting form the foundation on which the ‘house’ of
caring ‘about’ and values based support is built. Just wanting to
have ‘caring about’ values will not make it so! It requires consistent
commitment, practise and sacrifice to transform our ego ‘I’ into ‘we’.
(e.g. “Love itself is gone”).
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6.

MINDFULNESS RESEARCH
Introduction
Mindfulness research projects conducted by most of the highly credible
Institutes and Universities around the world have been ongoing for over 3
decades. The results indicate substantial benefits for even ‘beginner’
practitioners to improve many critically important aspects of their life.
The most extensive research has been carried out on a model called
‘Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction’ (MBSR). As we learned in Section 2,
mindfulness requires 4 main skills e.g. concentration, calm, sensory
awareness, clarity and non-attachment. Many mindfulness models primarily
focus on the concentration and calming skills applications. Others such as
MBSR and B-FIT Mindfulness equally stress how to learn and apply
sensory awareness, clarity and non-attachment skills.
Although the B-FIT model places greater emphasis on how to learn and
apply sensory awareness and clarity than does MBSR, it is very similar to
MBSR in all other aspects of the practice.
The following small example of research studies are all then directly
applicable to the B-FIT Mindfulness model.
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6.1

Mindfulness Significantly Lowers Workers’ Job Stress
Workers in highly stressed jobs, after 8 weeks (3 hours/week) of
Mindfulness Training ‘rewired’ their brain’s emotional set point i.e.
their normal brain functioning had significantly more activity in the
left prefrontal cortex. This is the area of positive feelings e.g. calm,
caring, concentration.
“Attentions in Brain and Immune Functions Produced by Mindfulness”.
Psychosomatic Medicine 2003; 65: 564-70
Ref. Richard J. Davidson Director of Neuroscience, University of Wisconsin

6.2

A 2010 University of Massachusetts (U. of Mass.) study found that
non-meditators who had eight weeks of B-FIT Mindfulness type
training were more likely than a control group to access the brain
region of the “here and now” as opposed to the region associated
with worry.
In other research published by U. of Mass. in January 2010, brain
scans of Mindfulness participants with no previous meditation
experience showed increased grey-matter density in regions
involved in learning and memory, emotion regulation, self-awareness
and perspective.

6.3

Previous studies suggest that B-FIT type mindfulness is a boon for
overall health. Research by Jon Kabat-Zinn, founder of the
University of Massachusetts’ Stress Reduction Clinic, established BFIT mindfulness type programs (e.g. MBSR), as an effective medical
intervention for chronic pain and stress-related illnesses such as
high blood pressure.
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6.4

Scientists from the University of Wisconsin-Madison found that
graduates of B-FIT mindfulness type courses produced more
antibodies after flu shots than did non-meditators, which indicated a
stronger immune response.

6.5

In a 2010 study, researchers at the University of Toronto concluded
that mindful meditation was as effective as antidepressants in
preventing relapse from clinical depression.

6.6

Wandering Minds are not Happy Minds
Nearly half the time we’re awake, our thoughts drift to topics
unrelated to whatever we’re doing. We think about the fight we had
with our spouse when we’re driving or replay events from a friend’s
party while brushing our teeth in the morning. We text incessantly
while watching TV and phone mom during laundry-folding time.
And all the while our minds are wandering – even when we’re having
pleasant daydreams – we’re not very happy, according to a new study
published in 2010 in the journal Science. “How often peoples’ minds
wander is definitely a big predictor of whose happy and who’s not
happy,” says study author Matthew Killingsworth, a doctoral
candidate in psychology at Harvard University, because the more
often they take themselves out of the present moment, the less
happy they are.
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6.7

Mindfulness in Society
Mindfulness meditation is becoming widely recognized as an
effective tool for mental and physical health. For example in the
States, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) is financing more than
50 studies testing mindfulness techniques – up from 3 in the year 2000
– to help relieve stress, soothe addictive cravings, improve
attention, life despair.

6.8

Mindfulness and the Military: Coping With Stress
In one study just published in the journal Emotion, Amishi Jha and her
colleagues persuaded 48 Marines who were headed to Iraq to
participate in their scientific study. During a full eight weeks before
deployment, one group of 31 Marines practiced mindfulness
mediation daily while another group of 17 men had no mindfulness
training.
Jha wanted to know if mindfulness would improve soldiers’ ability
to control emotion by improving working memory capacity. This in
fact is what happened. The reasoning behind this was the idea that
working memory capacity may not just help manage information in
reasoning and problem solving (which the High IQ Pro website
promotes) but it might also help manage emotion and keep the brain
functioning well under stress. This is a type of emotional
intelligence.
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6.9

Meditation and Memory
Surprisingly, mindfulness meditation and memory are linked. New
research shows that regular meditation changes the physical
structure of your brain in powerful ways – including ways that
improve memory. So what is the connection between meditation and
memory?
Studies at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston have shown that
regular mindfulness meditation causes the brain’s cerebral cortex
to thicken. This happens through an increase in the size of blood
vessels and the amount of blood flow to the region.
The cortex is the area of the brain responsible for the higher mental
functions.

6.10 Beginner Mindfulness Practitioners Report and Were
Evaluated to be:
More engaged in their work – More energized – Less anxious
(Ref. Dr. Kabat-Zinn, Founder Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction Clinic University of
Massachusetts Medical School).
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7.

HOW TO DEVELOP THE SKILLS OF
B-FIT MINDFULNESS
(Ref. enclosed CD of Tech Talk and Guided Practice Session)

No ray of sunshine is ever lost. But the green which it
awakens into existence needs time to sprout, and it
is not always granted for the sower to see the complete harvest.
Most work that is worth anything is started in faith.

Albert Schweitzer

Introduction
The following are the basic instructions to learn and practise the 4 essential
skills of the B-FIT Mindfulness process (Ref. Section 2 above).
The general principle that applies to all B-FIT Mindfulness strategies is that
of ‘Divide and Conquer’. This means that through concentrating, calming,
sensory awareness and clarity and non-attachment the ‘observing mind’
experiences specific B-FIT qualities and characteristics (e.g. changingness).
As a result, the normal survival oriented sensory reactions to life conditions
are diminished. The by-product of this dividing and clarifying process
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‘conquers’ one’s subjective resistance to the ‘bad’ stuff and attachment to
the ‘good’ stuff e.g. obsessiveness.
Possibly it would be helpful at this time to consider a metaphor to somewhat
describe what appears to be happening when we apply B-FIT Mindfulness to
minimize these hard wired and conditioned reactions.
Consider your typical mild to severe ‘emotional hijack’ (e.g. negative
destructive feelings and behaviours) to be a strong braided rope that ‘ties
you up’ so to speak. The following graphic shows how we can use this
strategy of divide and conquer to break free. By separating or dividing the
braided rope into its 4 component parts (B-FIT), we weaken the strength of
the rope (a.k.a. the hijack). Further, by unbraiding each of the 4 strands into
3 strings each, we now have weaker pieces of string that we can quite easily
break. This dividing and separating is achieved through concentration,
calming, sensory awareness and clarity and non-attachment to B-FIT.
The significant meaning of this metaphor becomes very clear within just one
hour of B-FIT Mindfulness practice.
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* eg. worry, anger, fear, resentment, frustration, sorrow
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7.1

Ten Top Tips – General How To’s, Labels and Definitions
Acknowledgement
Many of the following B-FIT Mindfulness processes and essential
skills have been developed in collaboration with Shinzen Young
and/or adapted from his work. (www.basicmindfulness.org)
1.

Decide what skills and process you will apply and for how long
and ‘stick to it’. (Ref. 5 step graphic below).

2.

Posture – assume a relaxed but alert posture. Avoid lying
down (unless necessary) as this is an advanced practice due to
the challenge of staying highly alert. Alertness of the mind is
essential.

3.

Manage Mindful Menaces – Doz’n, Froz’n, and Poz’n.
Doz’n (pre-sleep) – open eyes for a minute and use Full Field
Focus (ref. Section 9 below) i.e. only focus on extreme
peripheral vision in both eyes. Standing up is also very helpful.
Continue with the mindful process.
Froz’n (in a day ‘dream’) – label, label out loud (ref. steps
graphic below) and/or scroll (ref. Option A below).
Poz’n (as if you are committed, but really are not) – commit to
best effort.

4.

Label your experiences i.e. say to yourself/or out loud a word
that describes what you are experiencing e.g. ‘Talk’.
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5.

Initially scroll as with a computer i.e. deliberately inventory
experiences e.g. belly, chest, nostrils, chest, belly. This
minimizes ‘spacing out’ (Froz’n). Use 1 breath cycle to prompt
moving on. Experiment with ‘The Mindfulness Labyrinth’ –
ref. Option A below.

6.

Commit to time periods for practise that are challenging but
not overwhelming. For beginners, a 10 – 20 minutes/session is
the typical range. We encourage initially setting aside 20
minutes. If this time becomes overwhelming (e.g. you lose
your focus) wind down your technique but stay being aware of
‘just doing nothing’ for the balance of the time.

7.

When image and/or talk thinking (reference description
below) are particularly active, take this opportunity to
deliberately pay attention to and label Image, changing or clear,
Talk, changing or quiet. Scroll Talk. Label talk, quiet,
changing then label Image, clear or changing, then continue this
pattern over and over using 1 complete breath cycle to prompt
moving on. Once stable, stop scrolling, and just let your
attention be drawn to 1 of these 6 states of thinking. (Ref.
below) Reduce labeling as appropriate.

8a.

Be non-attached (Ref. Section 2.4 above) throughout each
practice session. Simultaneously ‘give your ‘inner’ self over’
to whatever is being experienced a.k.a. be subjectively ahhllowing, yield to it, surrender to it, Let ‘It’ Be.

b.

In the ‘marketplace’ while working passionately to change what
should be changed – Do your Best and Rest with the Rest.
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“When attachment arises in place of authentic compassion, it sees
the other as separate; it grasps and needs. Attachment is
conditional; it seeks control and it fears loss. Ask your heart if
attachment has replaced compassion. If we mindfully speak to our
heart, it will always tell us the truth.”
Jack Kornfield

9.

Complete every practice session with Step 5- Option B
(ref. graphic below).
i.e.
• Mindfully – intend well being for others.
• Recite a sincere statement of gratitude.
• Mindfully review your day and state positive expectations
for yourself, and all others you meet.
• Create this as a daily ritual e.g. same time, same special
place in your home.

10.

Each couple of minutes, become aware of Being Here, label
HERE. Commit to ‘Being Here’ and label once each hour of
each day (minimum).
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NOTE:
The next page offers examples of B-FIT experiences and corresponding
labels.
The following pages summarize B-FIT Mindfulness Option A, B, C and D
- How To’s.
It will probably be helpful and maybe necessary to experience the group
process ‘guided’ instruction to more fully understand this text if you (as a
reader) are not participating in the group learning process (ref. CD
enclosed).
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B-FIT ACTIVE AND REST SAMPLE EXPERIENCES AND LABELS
Location
of Experiences

Body
Could be any place in your
body where inside or outside
‘pressure’ or exertion (P or E).

Feel
An emotion e.g. happy, sad
and/or any body sensation
not caused by inside or
outside ‘P or E’
e.g. tight chest/anxious.

Image
Way of thinking
e.g. a picture, a mind movie,
or a pattern.

Talk
Way of thinking
e.g. internally talking to
self with a word or phrase.

Sample
Experiences
Pick up a book (or something) and deliberately raise
that hand and arm to be in front of you. Hold for
several minutes and pay attention to the muscle
fatigue.
Now deliberately bring arm to rest.
Pay attention to that sensation.

Label
(Active) The location
and sensation
e.g. “arm weak”
(Rest) “relax”

Deliberately recall and pay attention to
something that makes you feel happy, sad,
irritated or anxious etc.

(Active) Name the feeling
e.g. “irritated”

When no feeling is present or if feeling is
neutral or calm.

(Rest) “calm”

Deliberately recall an image of a person,
object or place (POP). Pay attention to this
image as if it were projected on an internal
screen and you are watching it like TV.

(Active) “image”

If no internal image appears or the
thought is not discernable or when it
leaves/fades/breaks up.

(Rest) “clear”
(as in the coast is clear)
or blank

Deliberately say to yourself words or
sentences about a person, object or
place (POP) - and pay attention to yourself
saying those words.

(Active) “talk”

If no internal talk is happening or the
thought is not discernable or when
it leaves/fades/breaks up.

(Rest) “quiet”

Note:
These sample
exercises are
intended to
sensitize you to a
B-FIT experience.
Once a sample
experience has
been completed,
stop creating
samples and wait
for 'Nature' to bring
a B-FIT experience
to you by following
the steps described
on the next page.

Ongoing Labels
Process

Sample Experiences

Label

Being Here Now

Deliberately become aware that right now you are
Here and reading this sentence. This is Being Here
NOW or Being in the moment.
ie. Paying attention to what you are doing as you
are doing it.

“Here”

Non-Attachment

Deliberately bring an attitude of Let it Be/It’s All
Good/Surrender to what you are doing
or experiencing at any time.

“Ahh-llow”

Changing

Any ‘in between’ experience that is not
active or rest.

“Change”

A Centre for
Mindful Living
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7.3 B-FIT MINDFULNESS OPTION A The Mindfulness Labyrinth
The labyrinth at its most basic level has been defined as a metaphor for the
journey to the centre of our deepest self and back out into the world. This
broadens our understanding of who we ‘really’ are and develops in us a
stronger commitment to the well being of all others. Originating in Greece
hundreds of years ago, it is also a practical tool to help ‘travelers’ stay
focused as they contemplate their larger life journey of meaning and
purpose.
The actual practice is to walk a circular path to the centre of a number of
concentric circles and back out again. In walking the path, one’s attention is
held and focused to assist in staying present to be able to more deeply
explore the mystery of living and loving.
Similarly we have developed this tool to help ‘travelers’ stay focused and
present as we practice B-FIT Mindfulness. This labyrinth helps to keep the
mind from wandering.

Labyrinth I

The steps are as follows:
1. Review Ten Top Tips above.
2. Settle into a relaxed by alert posture on a chair or the floor.
3. Intend that this process will somehow enrich the well being of self
and others. e.g. “May ____ Be ____”.
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a) (Mindfully Scroll) up and down as with a computer, the 3 body
locations – belly, chest, nose using 1 complete in – out breath
cycle to prompt moving on.
b) Optionally for the first (or more) complete ‘walks’ to help with
focusing, touch each body location with your hand and
experience both the internal sensation of breathing and/or outer
pressure from your hand.
4. At each location, name/label the location e.g. belly, chest, nose and
pay attention to the body sensation/s at each location. Infuse the
‘paying attention’ with ahh-llowingness/let it be-ness.
5. If your mind’s eye ‘looks’ at the location, label ‘image’ (thinking)
and gently but firmly return to the body sensations.
6. If you forget where to go next, just ‘stay put’ until you remember.
If this forgetting brings you feelings of confusion – label that and
return to the location. Skipping a location, ‘standing’ in place and
back tracking is perfect mindfulness practice so long as you stay
aware of what you are doing. Awareness is the key – getting it
‘right’ absolutely doesn’t matter.
7. Optionally, as your awareness is drawn to any part of B-FIT, label
the space e.g. talk or feel calm and fully experience it. When it
diminishes, gently but firmly return to any place to continue
mindfully ‘walking’ the path.
8. Optionally at any time, once focusing is relatively stable, leave the
labyrinth process and deliberately explore another B-FIT process
e.g. Option B.
9. Complete each practice session with steps 4 and 5 (option B
below).
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Labyrinth II

1) Review the figure 8 route of 10 steps that you will make along the
way. (Ref. graphic next page).
2) Follow the same 1-9 instructions of Labyrinth I.
Labyrinth Graphic
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A Most Essential Daily Ritual
Intentions - Expectations - Gratitude - Renew Vision

Intentions - Today may I
• be present/aware more than ever before.
• be happier/fulfilled more than ever before.
• be caring/compassionate/peacemaking more than ever before.
• be very helpful to my family and strangers in my local and global community .
• consciously experience direct contact with the 'Source' more than ever before.
Today I Expect
• Today I am absolutely expecting the very best from all others, the Universe and myself.
Today I am Grateful
I am deeply grateful for

• Emotional and physical well being
• Insights, skills and fulfillment in helping others
• Past and present family and friends who support and nurture us
• Consciousness that fully connects us to all...
My Life's Purpose and Meaning / Vision
I renew my desire and commitment to fulfill my life's purpose and meaning
to help all others to also Be 'HERE'!, Healthy, Happy, Healing, Humble and Hopeful.

A Centre for
Mindful Living
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Potential Uses of the Mindfulness Labyrinth

1. To get started – do some concrete process to accelerate concentrating
and focusing (or at any time when concentrating becomes problematic).
2. To offer a systematic strategy to explore many of the body locations
that hold ‘resistance’ and to give practice in applying non-attachment to
these locations.
3. To give the practitioner a practical and needed reference experience of
each location in its non-resistant state in order (at other times) to help
detect and ‘work with’ resistance/distress.

Provided we stay aware and non-attached/ahh-llowing to whatever happens
in this process, we are practising mindfulness skilfully and effectively.
There really are no ‘distractions’ in B-FIT Mindfulness practice so long as
we are non-attached and pay attention to what is happening.
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7.4 B-FIT MINDFULNESS OPTION B Awareness and Ahh-llowing of The 4 Main Senses Of:
•
•
•
•

Body Sensations
Feelings
Image Way of Thinking
Talk Way of Thinking

Follow the five steps as presented in the following graphic.
Each step indicates which of the 6 levels of mindfulness are being
experienced (ref. Section 5 above).
In actual practise there is no need to complete every step in a practise
session. Each step on its own could offer an excellent practise session.
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Option B
SUMMARY OF B-FIT MINDFULNESS PRACTICE STEPS

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

levels A & B

levels B & C

levels C & D

levels B & C

level E

PREPARATION
AND
SETTLE IN

B-FIT FOCUS
(Scrolling
Awareness)

IMAGE AND/OR
TALK THINKING
(Free Floating
Awareness)

FEEL ‘CALM’
(Focused
Awareness)

SESSION
WRAP UP
(Deliberately
Review)

•Leave Labyrinth
in the background
•Review
Labels
•Select
Process
•Intend to
Heal, Mature
and
Transform
•Alert, Posture,
Stretch Spine
•Deliberately
bring attention
to being here
now label
‘HERE’
•Complete 1-3
circuits of the
(Labyrinth)

•Leave body & feel
in background

•Deliberately recall,
name and pay
attention to each
B-FIT element
(ref above)

•Scroll using
1 Complete
Breath Cycle
to prompt
moving on
to a new
element

•Let attention
be drawn to
thinking process
ie
Image, Changing,
Clear
or
Talk , Changing,
Quiet

Label
(as appropriate)

•Label active
or rest

and
‘AHH-LLOW’

(ref above)

•‘AHH-LLOW’
each experience

•Leave all
else in the
background
•Focus and
label on Feel
‘Calm’

•Intentions
for others
well being
“MAY... BE...”
•Intentions
for self
•Expectations
•Gratitude

•Soak into
experience
•Let calm spread
throughout body
•Label locations
that are now
‘relatively’ calm
•Once stable
add in being
‘HERE’ Label
‘HERE, CALM’

•Vision renewal
•Return
awareness
to ‘HERE’,
mindfully open
eyes and
continue your
day - being
here/present
where you are
Label
(throughout the day)
‘HERE’ & ‘AHH-LLOW’
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7.5

B-FIT MINDFULNESS OPTION C –
Stress Rehearsal
Continuing from Option B above, after stabilizing in the process,
deliberately add in talk and/or images of a person, and/or situation that is or
has been mild, moderate or highly stressful to you. This can range from an
annoyance up to a traumatic violation (past or present). After 1 – 2 minutes,
drop this deliberate ‘recalling’ and resume steps 3, 4 and 5 of Option B with
strong intentional ahh-llowing of each to B-FIT senses.

• Whenever you become aware of a body sensation related to a
feeling e.g. weakness in your arms associated with anxiousness,
bring your attention and intentions of non-attachment to that
sensation, fully experience it and then return to your present
focus.

• For all of the above, as often as possible, simultaneously
intentionally bring a subjective ‘ahh-llowing’, let it be-ness,
surrendering, and/or matter of fact attitude to everything that is
being observed. This is being non-attached.

• Conclude all practice sessions with intentions for Loving
Kindness, Gratitude and review intentions.
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7.6 B-FIT MINDFULNESS OPTION D Preventing and Managing Physical Pain from Suffering to
Serenity – O’Natural

Suffering = Pain x Resistance
A gifted contemporary teacher and scientist of the Body/Mind system,
Shinzen Young, gives the following formula to describe how pain becomes
suffering unless it is experienced mindfully.
Suffering = Pain x Resistance (S = P x R)
Therefore, for example, pain at level 8 (on a 1-10 scale) and resistance at
level 7 = 56 units of suffering.
Pain at level 8 and Resistance at level 2 = 16 units of suffering.
The math is arbitrary but the principle is powerfully accurate.
In life we often cannot remove the inevitable physical (and emotional)
sources of pain, but we can learn to modify/lessen some or much of the
resistance that we unconsciously bring to the process. And less resistance
means less suffering.
Divide and Conquer
You will recall one of the ‘prime directives’ of B-FIT Mindfulness is to
divide and conquer. As described above, one useful metaphor is to image
pain and resistance to be a strong braided rope. As we mindfully explore
and ‘separate’ each of the braided strands, the rope loses it strength. Once
each strand is separated from the whole, each thread can be easily broken
(ref. above Section 7 Introduction).
Similarly, mindfully managing pain can be seen as dividing it into more
manageable parts.
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To further understand the B-FIT Mindfulness divide and conquer strategy,
remember the fact that the conscious and unconscious energy that is the
source of the resistance is limited or finite. This is proven every day when
the average person does not ‘see’ objects like buildings etc. that they have
looked at many times before but never saw. Then one day, driving the same
road travelled for years to work - there it is!
The nervous system a.k.a. ‘Director’ in this ‘play’ called resistance, only has
a limited amount of conscious energy. If then we can skilfully ‘use up’ the
Director’s energy in mindfully exploring actually what is happening in
B-FIT as we experience physical (or emotional) pain, the nervous system
will not have sufficient conscious energy left to resist the pain.
For example, let’s arbitrarily say that your nervous system that is wired in
layers to protect your injured tissue has 100 units of conscious and
subconscious energy (to direct this play). The average untrained
nervous system/director (a.k.a. the average normal person) uses all 100 units
of energy to automatically and naturally flood the body with hormones and
other messages to activate the layers of tissue to resist and tighten to give the
brain the message ‘stop’ this activity – it hurts.
Because the director is so over-protective it usually over reacts ‘better be
safe than sorry’.
Supposing however the Producer of the play (a.k.a. Mindfulness) demands
that the Director pay more attention to numerous other activities required for
a successful production like lighting, sound, special effects, etc.
A.K.A. explore and experience the resistance’s different locations and
qualities such as:
•
•
•
•

The location of the body sensation e.g. knee, back.
The spacial form of the pain.
The intensity of the pain.
The changingness qualities of the body sensations.
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To the extent that the Director must invest say 20% of its units of energy
into exploring each of these elements of the painful body sensations, then
those units of energy are now not available to direct this play/manufacture
resistance.
In mindfulness then we redeploy conscious energy 180 degrees back into the
pain and resistance and thereby use up the energy that otherwise would
have been ‘naturally’ used by the nervous system to over-compensate in the
production of resistance and therefore suffering.
Once this process is successfully completed 10 or 100 times, the nervous
system ‘seems’ to start to say “hmm, I like this lack of suffering” and starts
on its own to better manage its resources.
Understanding Resistance
To effectively manage pain then, we must start by understanding resistance.
Not too surprisingly, each of the components of B-FIT (Body sensations,
Feelings, Image and Talk thoughts are the energy sources of resistance and
therefore the source of relief from suffering.
Body Sensations
Through hundreds of thousands of years our bodies have evolved in ways to
prevent injury. Not too long ago, serious injury meant certain death. The
nervous system therefore provides layers upon layers of protection to
prevent and protect against injury.
With the mindfulness microscope one can clearly observe and release the
tension in the tissue at the ‘epicentre’ of the pain (ref. How To’s below).
Another strategy to reduce the level of suffering from the pain is to
explore/focus on what I call the ‘cringe’ reactions surrounding the main
pain. This is where much of the resistance is held. This is like observing the
ripples on a pond after the stone makes the splash. Specifically, if awareness
and an intention of ahh-llowing, non-resisting, surrendering, yielding to,
letting be etc. is brought to the following body sensations (pain centres) of
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the protective nervous system, the resistance and therefore the suffering will
be significantly reduced.
Shape Size
All body sensations have a spacial form and the form is always changing.
The shape can be round, long, jagged etc.. Resistance reduces when the
changing shape is skilfully observed – label bigger, smaller, or same.
Movement
As noted, the spacial form of this resisting area is always moving. It may
change slowly like an amoeba or jerky like a ‘throbbing’ toothache or a
pounding headache. Observe and label fast, slow, jerky or same.
Intensity
The intensity of the pain is also always changing. For a while it can be
strong, then weaker – Label stronger, weaker or same.
Just this 3 fold exploration and infusing the sensations with
‘ahh-llowingness’ can significantly lower the level of suffering.
Feelings
The feelings that one experiences act as a catalyst to increase or reduce
resistance and therefore suffering. Stressful feelings like fear, anger,
irritation, guilt always intensify suffering. One reason for this is that a
stressful body is naturally tense and tight. This is in part, the body’s painful
way of signalling to the brain to stop what it is doing.
To the extent that stressful feelings can be minimized, this catalyst can be
managed or even eliminated.
As B-FIT Mindfulness softens and calms stressful feelings, it is acting to
give the body a relaxing internal massage.
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Image and Talk Thinking
Similarly, thoughts can either diminish or increase the body/brain resistant
mechanisms.
In many ways science has now proven that thoughts create much of our
reality. “Seeing is believing cause if I hadn’t believed it I wouldn’t have
seen it.”
Negative, worry, hopeless, helpless, overwhelming etc. image or talk
thoughts clearly make resistance increase. This is probably in part because
they prepare the body for freeze, flight or fight action, the ultimate masks of
resistance.
As counter intuitive as it may sound, the more we can make friends (love)
with the pain, the less it will hurt us.
We have 50,000 thoughts per day.
To the extent that we are unaware of having a thought – it has us.
When the body is in pain, the thinking mind automatically sympathizes with
the condition and becomes a co-conspirator in the war to intensify the pain
e.g. “This is awful!” “When will it ever stop?” “I can’t stand it!”
Awareness of and intending ahh-llowing of Image and Talk Thoughts like
these is a really effective way of reducing the increased suffering from pain
caused by internal ‘trash’ talk.
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Summary
Shinzen Young also gives a more complete version of the suffering formula.
Suffering = resistant Body Sensations x resistant feelings x resistant
thoughts x PAIN.
10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 10,000 units of suffering.
To the extent that B-FIT can be directly experienced with ahh-llowingness,
the painfulness is still present. It seems however that to the extent that
resistance is diminished, it’s like the formula becomes one of addition vs.
multiplication.
e.g.

10 + 10 + 10 + 10 = 40 units of suffering.

I’ll conclude with my most productive exercise to motivate you to learn how
to identify the critical need to pay attention to and make friends with all
B-FIT suffering producing components.
Do this experiment. Carefully with gloves and eye protection break a glass
jar. Pick up a 2” piece of the glass, put it in the palm of your hand (no
glove) and mindfully walk around your home with it for 3 + 5 minutes.
Imagine it to be a baby. Do not drop it!
Do the experiment before reading further!
Did you close your hand and hold it tight to prevent it from falling or did
you hold it gently and rely on mindfulness for it not to fall.

This is the only way to effectively
carry pain without having it ‘cut’
and seriously harm you.
(a.k.a. create suffering)
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How to Prevent and Manage Pain to Reduce/Relieve Suffering

1) Complete Option B for approximately 5 – 10 minutes.
2) Once concentration is relatively stable, the body is relatively relaxed,
Feelings are relatively calm and you are relatively more aware of Image
and/or talk thoughts, select a body discomfort/pain to be your Field of
Focus.
3) Explore the pains
•
•
•
•

Location
Shape
Intensity
Changingness (rate of)

Complete each exploration for 2 – 3 minutes using the following spoken
labels (either to self or out loud if alone).
Location

-

Name It e.g. knee

Shape

-

Bigger, Smaller, Same

Intensity

-

Stronger, Weaker, Same

Changingness

-

Fast, Slow, Jerky, Same

Infuse each awareness with an intention and label of ahh-llow, soften, relax,
open to, be gentle with all sensations.
Label at the end of each in – out breath cycle.
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4) Now leave location, shape, intensity and changingness in the background
and select Feelings, Image and Talk thinking as your field of focus.
Follow option B instructions to work with these components. Work
Option B for 2 – 3 minutes as appropriate and helpful i.e. Regardless of
thought content, just focus on the form. Label Image or Clear, Talk or
Quiet and the Feeling Flavour e.g. irritability.
5) Now look for and select a ‘cringe/’ripple’ sensation associated with the
pain sensation and repeat step 3 above.
6) Select a location of physical discomfort/pain. Select either the epicentre
or cringe location. Apply combined steps 3 and 4 strategy.
7) General Helpful Hints:
• Initially let your awareness ‘be called’ to one location
and stay with it for the first applications of stages 3
and 4. Eventually keeping more than 1 ‘ball’ in the
air will be possible and helpful. Keep other
sensations in the background for now.
• Continuously apply an attitude of ‘it’s all good’
welcome, welcome like greeting an old friend, label
Ahh-llow.
• Especially pay attention to the flavour of body
sensations associated with fear.
• No ‘white’ knuckling, this will always make the
suffering worse.
• observe how at the moment of overwhelm, your
strategy starts to collapse.
Every emotional or physical pain overwhelm must be
proceeded by mindlessness. Said more positively,
provided the above steps 1 to 6 strategies are
maintained, emotional or physical pain overwhelm is
not possible.
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7.7

B-FIT MINDFULNESS OPTION E
Two or More Simultaneous Components of B-FIT
(Ref. Appendix II B-FIT Menu)
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8.

BEING AUTHENTICALLY KIND BEYOND
NEEDING TO BE MOTIVATED AND/OR
‘COMPENSATED’ BY GOOD FEELINGS.
a.k.a. – ‘Loving Enemies’ Even As We ‘Fight’ Them!

Conscious Connecting
Ordinary compassion gives rise to a very close feeling, but it is most
often essentially attachment. As long as the other person appears to you
as worthy, appreciative or good, compassion remains. As soon as he or
she however appears to you as less worthy, non-appreciative or less
good, ordinary compassion changes . . . Instead of compassion one often
now feels something neutral or negative.
With genuine (authentic) compassion, (conscious connecting) another
person’s values or behaviour has no effect on one’s attitude, intentions
or behaviour. Real compassion comes from mindfully experiencing the
other’s suffering. You become aware and you want to do something for
him or her, regardless of their acknowledgment or perceived
‘worthiness’
(Adapted from a statement by The Dalai Lama)
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We Don’t Have to Feel IT
to Authentically Be IT
To The Extent That We Are
B-FIT Mindful & Non-Attached

We Can
Be
• PEACE
• COMPASSION
• JOY
• FORGIVENESS
etc
A Centre for
Mindful Living

- Without Typically Feeling It
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8.1

We Don’t Have to Feel Typically Kind to Be Kind
One of the most unique and important roles that this 6 level B-FIT
process of Mindfulness has (ref. section 2 above) is that it more likely
ensures conscious, compassionate relating to others including
caregiving - even when one doesn’t feel like it.

This is not acting as if but rather an authentic relating
not based on Feelings but on Being Conscious.

Please Note:
The following section describing this ‘counter intuitive’
truth of how one can in fact be authentically kind and
compassionate without typical motivating and
compensating feelings can be at first a challenge to
comprehend.
Guaranteed however, after three 20 minute personal
exercise experiences of B-FIT Mindfulness, the light will
get turned on.
In observing a smooth ‘stone’ ten thousand times with
the naked eye, it will always appear smooth. Just one
observation with a 10 power microscope will reveal the
evidence of its craters and crevices.
Trust me and hundreds of thousands of others who find
this hidden treasure every day using the mindfulness
microscope.
I encourage you to ‘play’ with the following ideas and
experiential exercises. I also once again remind you that
you don’t have to understand any of how B-FIT
Mindfulness seems to work. The only ‘non-negotiable’ is
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to learn how to do it, practise it and action it. The why’s,
what’s and how it works are interesting but really only
useful to motivate you to learn how and to do it!

8.2

Understanding Level I Survival Programming

A little more clarity on ‘Feelings’ may help here to better understand
this critical need to be mindful and its benefits to relationships, roles
and ‘ruts’. Feelings have been ‘honed’ by nature throughout our
evolution to control our behaviour in certain ways. Feelings do this
through a system of rewards e.g. joy, happiness etc. or punishments
e.g. guilt, anxiety, depression. This evolved emotional system is
designed to draw us closer to other members within the ‘group’ who
can help us and complement our security, reproduction and well being
etc. This system also keeps us vigilant to reduce the risk of harm by
giving us bad ‘vibes’/feelings at the slightest hint of emotional and/or
physical threat. We are in fact ‘wired’ to be preoccupied with the
negative. (Ref. Johnson, S., MIND WIDE OPEN). Have you noticed
that, even when you are positively affirmed by several friends that the
mind dwells on criticism from someone else who could be just a
casual acquaintance.
At Level I of our survival programming it is therefore natural and
necessary (safer) to not love unlovable people. Nature it appears, has
‘wired us’ to be on guard against people who we don’t really know,
are different than us, ‘difficult’, those who have hurt us or who
are just not ‘nice’ people. Nature has given us these tools to follow
and obey her/his parental guidance. Some of the labels on the tool
boxes are don’t care, irritation, frustration, anger, rage, jealousy,
anxiety, etc..
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So then how is one to follow with genuine passion, the wisdom
teachers who advise ‘love thy enemies’? Never mind how, most
struggle with even why should we!
As a result of developing B-FIT Mindfulness skills, we can
consciously connect with a deeper level (two) of our ‘wired’
survival ordering principles. I call this ‘Being IT’. In Being IT we
can relate to others far beyond the influence of these conditioned
hormego roots of vulnerability.

8.3

The Full Field Focus Revelation
Try this Experiment
1)

Stand at a window or outside and look at a scene in nature with
nothing moving. Notice how you automatically focus on a tree
or something. You may even say to yourself “I see that maple
tree”.

2)

Keep your eyes straight ahead.

3)

Now bring your attention only to your extreme peripheral
vision with both eyes. Notice how you have to work to discern
or ‘lock onto’ an object in this peripheral vision. It is difficult
to discern “I see a tree”.
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4)

Now bring that same focus to 360 degrees across the whole
scene in front of you. Now add in looking at the depth of the
field of vision in front of you. Look softly and intentionally
divide your focus over everything at once. Do not focus or lock
on to any one object i.e. nothing is really ‘grabbing/holding’
your vision. Just look at everything but see nothing in
particular. We’ll call this way of looking Full Field Focus
(FFF).

5)

Notice now “I am seeing something” is relatively absent. Do
this for one minute. Now notice the relative calm that seems to
just happen with this experience. Label this – “just looking”.

6)

After holding this for about a minute, read the following:
This is a state of the external visual sense experiencing
relative non-attachment because ‘I or me’ is not ‘seeing’
anything. There is relative freedom or rest from subjective
attachments/desire (wanting) and/or resistance or hostility
(not wanting). This then is an example of your at rest state
or non-attachment way of being with the visual sense. All
6 senses i.e. looking, listening, thinking (Image, Talk) Body
Sensations, smell, taste have a similar ‘at rest state’. This
rest state however does not just naturally or normally
happen.

7)

Return to Full Field Focus. Hold it for a couple of minutes then
slowly move your head to the left, then to the right. You
probably observed how you could not hold FFF but seemed to
be uncontrollably pulled to focus on something i.e. ‘I’ see
something.
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8)

After 2 left to right sweeps or so, read the following.
Notice how when the mind locks onto specific objects the ‘I’ is
instantly born i.e. I see a tree or I see leaves moving. Even
though you may only say to yourself “tree” , what is really
happening is ‘I’ see a tree vs. the just looking visual sense
being active. When one just does the Full Field Focus, it seems
like there is not enough ‘consciousness’ left to ‘manufacture’
the perception of I or me. I or me also of course comes with
lots of baggage e.g. I am this, I like this, I don’t like that, they
are that, I must, should etc. The world of dualities is born.
In effect, once you experience “’I’ see” you have (as Adam
and Eve did) just eaten of the fruit from the tree of
knowledge (of duality e.g. ‘me and it’) – sorry you have just
been kicked out of ‘the Garden of Eden’.

9)

Return to Full Field Focus again. Practise going in and out of
‘I’ and ‘no I’ by slowly sweeping across the field of vision.
When you unintentionally lock on to an object, stop moving
deliberately go back to the Full Field Focus, hold it for a minute
and continue turning.

10)

Notice how, without intentionally using FFF, this locking-on is
how ‘I’ see the world all of the time.
This visual locking up that creates me vs. you or it is happening
all of the time to all normal people because they are mindless.
The problem however is much, much more severe than this.
This is because all of the B-FIT senses are also simultaneously
locking up the same way that the visual sense is and this
seriously compounds the problem many times over.
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In experiencing the ‘I am self’ instead of the FFF ‘no/low self’
there is an artificial perception that separates me from you.
This separate self then is dependent on primordial feelings to
‘take action’ re: good feelings based on some form of
‘compensation’ moves us closer. Bad feelings move us apart.
Therefore when ‘I’ sense ‘separate’, unless I feel close to
you I can’t be unconditionally kind or caring about you.
This is what is referred to as conditional, attachment type
kindness/compassion.

FFF Summary
The Full Field Focus experience demonstrates the extremely important
principle of how ‘divide and conquer’ of B-FIT ‘automatically’ brings the
experience of no/low ‘self’/non-driven/non-attachment/’Subjective
Surrender’ to each moment of experience.
When experiencing FFF with just the visual sense, everyone notices the
relative absence of cravings and resistance i.e. ‘attachments’ and cognitive
Image or Talk activity e.g. “There is a . . . .” This brings peace and calm
that is not even intended or ‘worked for’. It just happens with FFF.

Identically, when one brings a FFF type process to B-FIT senses, our
conscious and subconscious conditional personality filters and biology can
no longer drive and distort the experience.
In fact no one can have a ‘freak out’ emotional hijack e.g. anger, fear,
embarrassment, or guilt provided they mindfully and with nonattachment continuously process the B-FIT experience.
Even the sadness/grief that is processed in this way is a totally different
feeling than ‘normally’ experienced sadness. Mindfully crying and sobbing
in grief is nothing like mindlessly crying and sobbing in grief.
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Prove this Fact/Truth for yourself. Every time you have any emotional
hijack, - as soon as possible become aware of how totally mindless you are
of any of the 6 levels of B-FIT Mindfulness that you practise.
Soak into this life changing insight and you will never be ‘Normal Again’.

Mindfully Opening The Heart
When a FFF type mindfulness strategy is applied to each component of
B-FIT, one experiences others not as separate, not as opposite, and we are
not loaded with moralistic judgments of good/bad, right/wrong. Being
aware and ahh-llowing of (non-attached to) B-FIT experiences is how
one applies the ‘FFF’ to B-FIT, to be unconditionally, authentically
kind.
Therefore if ‘I’ am expected to like, care for and/or support you and ‘I’ do
not see or experience you as ‘deserving of my care’, to the extent that there
is sufficient B-FIT Mindfulness, unconditional kindness and support will be
our experience. This is because my aware and non-attached B-FIT
experience of us is now beyond my driven, attached ‘I’ B-FIT judgmental
senses.
In this state we absolutely take care of objective reality e.g. enforce
appropriate boundaries or redirect another’s inappropriate behaviours. This
state of mindfulness is the optimal space to change what should be changed.
In this aware state, now automatically – without even trying, situations and
people are experienced with significantly less subjective desire for more of
the ‘good’ stuff and less subjective resistance to the ‘bad’. Finally ‘I’ am
relatively free from these attachments and resistant reactions that are
produced by the mindless ego ‘I’. It is this mindless ‘I’ that ‘foams and
roams’ around bringing vigilant level one survival based reconnaissance,
conditional feelings and less than optimal behaviours.
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Happiness, Health and Healing naturally happen independent of conditions
when there is low/no ‘I’ subconsciously being activated by our locked up
(attached/resistant) 6 senses. This experience of unconditional kindness,
forgiveness etc. appears to be the ‘child’ of the observer, witness
parents. And once the parents leave the room, (ref. Waking Up graphic
Section 8 – Being Consciousness) the child will as they say in the nursery
rhymes ‘live happily ever after’.

You often say “I would give, but only to the
deserving.” The trees in your orchard say not
so, nor the flocks in your pastures. They give
that they may live, for to withhold is to perish.
Kahlil Gibran

Surviving At 2 Distinct Levels – A Life Giving Insight
This will only happen however to the extent that we skilfully experience our
survival instincts at 2 levels.
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In a relatively short period of time in getting to know a little more of who we
really are through the B-FIT Mindfulness ‘microscope’, we receive direct
experience of a ‘life giving’ insight. This critical insight is that we are
driven by our Human Nervous System survival instinct that is a continuum
with not one but two distinct levels. The first level (1) is being mostly
concerned about safety and security known to most as the limbic brain’s
fear, flight, freeze or fight emotional and physical reactions.
Our level 2 survival instinct is deep, deep empathy, altruism and kindness
resulting from activation of another part of our nervous system associated
with one’s Vagus Nervous System and related hormonal production. Both
levels are critically important to be mindfully skilfully experienced vs. being
reactionary.
It seems that once some important conditions have been skilfully processed
regarding ‘fully’ (mindfully) experiencing level 1 survival reactions to
others and life situations, then and only then are we allowed by nature to
experience the unconditional kindness and fulfillment of the level 2 survival
‘code ’ that has always been available to us.
It is at this level 2 that we get to know, really know beyond cognition that
‘Luke’s’ quote of “love thy enemies” is not just some ancient ‘sales’ sound
bite. No, Level 2 is as real and potentially as spontaneous as level 1’s
instant reactions of for example indifference, anger and fear. Understanding
this ‘set up’ and learning how to access it and work with it, not against it, is
fundamental to being authentically and unconditionally compassionate
– regardless of how we are feeling at the time.
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8.4

Medical Science and Old Time Wisdom Traditions

“Love and compassion appear as
selfless service. Yet in mindful
caregiving we do not serve the other,
we serve ‘us’.
Compassion’s communion brings us
together in a whole. It does not see
the world’s pain and sorrow as
other; it is shared, it is ours.
When we allow our shared
vulnerability and humanness, love
and compassion are as natural as
our breath, and without hesitation
we act to help.”
Thich Nhat Hanh

This idea of Level 1 and Level 2 survival instincts that plays such an
essential role in being unconditionally kind to all others may be too
abstract for you or even seen as philosophical ‘new age/old age’ hype!
So let’s get a little more concrete! Let me share just a sampling of
some of how our human nervous system has evolved to help us ‘love
enemies’ or friends, family, people we support, etc. without needing
to be motivated or compensated by ‘good’ feelings.
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Many empirical studies (ref. below) are proving beyond all doubt how
even just simple touch, regardless of feelings makes people trust,
increases body weight in premature babies, reduces depression in
adults in nursing homes and builds stronger immune systems.
Individuals participating in controlled experiments can communicate
compassion, love and gratitude to a stranger with a one second touch
to the forearm. One of the essential building blocks for our immune
system is a substance (neuropeptide) called oxytocin. Once again just
simple touch (regardless of feelings) between 2 strangers produces
significant quantities of this life giving substance.
A simple ‘google’ search on the vagus nerve clearly indicates how
our human nervous system is wired for peace, compassion, trust
and love every bit as much as for freeze, flight or fight.
“The vagus nerve is directly connected to rich networks of oxytocin
receptors throughout the body. These neuropeptides are intimately
involved in the experience of trust and love. As the vagus nerve fires,
stimulating affiliative vocalizations and calmer cardiovascular
physiology triggers the release of oxytocin, sending signals of
warmth, trust and devotion throughout the brain and body and
ultimately to other people”. (Ref. Keltner D. ‘Born to be Good’).
Highly reliable science has identified this part of the human nervous
system that includes these life sustaining survival based (Level 2)
instincts. These instincts are always ready to bring us closer to like,
love and support others. This system is always ready to fire.
Unconditional compassionate connecting it appears, for normal,
healthy people at least, cannot or does not have to be willed,
developed, learned or believed in, only activated.
So then it is vitally important for us to learn how to activate it.
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The following describes my understanding of the ‘set up’ and how
B-FIT Mindfulness can be used as a highly effective tool for
activation.

One description of how this set up seems to work is as follow:
As soon as the slightest ‘hint’ of physical or emotional trouble, threat
or ‘don’t know’ is perceived, blood immediately starts to flow from
the thinking (so called logical) brain centres to the limbic freeze, flight
or fight brain centres. This limbic reaction is linked to billions of cells
throughout our entire body. As an example to support this claim,
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging demonstrates that just
hearing the name of the political party that promotes positions
contrary to one’s beliefs starts blood flow and activation away from
the thinking cortex to the limbic brain. This high risk set up is
apparently true, all the time for every ‘normal’ person.
It would appear that to be effective and efficient at this protective
survival Level 1 however, we humans have needed to evolve a kind of
optical illusion of seeing others (especially different, unknown or
difficult people/situations) and self as them vs. me – separate me here,
you there!
This optical illusion of separateness, kept alive by our mindless
‘illogical thinking and feeling’ sets up an automatic form of
alienation. One part of our nervous system is wired to perpetuate this
‘illusion’ as reality. When we are ‘mindless’ our 4 main sense doors
of Body Sensations, Feelings, Image and Talk thoughts are the foot
soldiers (a.k.a. I, me and mine) in this war of illusion vs. truth.
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A human being . . . experiences himself, his thoughts
and feelings, as something separated from the rest –
a kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This
delusion is a kind of prison for us . . . Our task must
be to free ourselves from this prison by widening our
circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures
and the whole of nature in its beauty . . . The
striving for such achievement is, in itself, a part of
the liberation and a foundation for inner security.
Albert Einstein

Survival (Level 1) mindless B-FIT reactions to unknown, different,
difficult people/situations keeps one indifferent, vigilant, uncaring,
untrusting, resistant, pushing away, defensive, irritated, agitated,
angry and/or aggressive (active/passive). In great part because one
doesn’t skilfully (mindfully) directly experience these resistant B-FIT
reactions as they happen over and over, your separate ‘I’ is
continuously ‘fed’ and therefore lives on. These B-FIT senses
experienced mindlessly basically control one’s perspectives and
produce uncaring feelings/judgments and therefore the illusion of
alienation.

As B-FIT Mindfulness sculpts away one’s resistance, it initiates
activation of this ‘natural’ Level 2 survival system of vagus nerves,
hormones and ‘Heart’. I compare it to creating a vacuum or space for
the Level 2 nervous system to expand into.
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8.5 Make B-FIT Mindfulness Your ‘Heart’s’ Pin Number
After you have approximately 25 hours of B-FIT Mindfulness
practice, try this exercise.
The next time you are in an emotional hijack situation e.g. anger, fear,
embarrassment, become mindful. Then subjectively track your
mindful deactivation of these survival level I B-FIT reactions.
Subjectively track what happens to your feelings of anger, fear etc..
Look closely as resistance is reduced by mindfulness and you will
observe the seemingly automatic activation of ‘kindness’/authentic
connecting type emotions that are probably associated in some way
with this vagus system.
Most importantly, for this exercise also notice how your mind starts to
inquire and respond to ‘how can I help here’ BEFORE feelings of
kindness and connecting happens. These feelings follow shortly after
you become engaged.
All that had to happen was a few minutes of skilful B-FIT (levels A,
B, & C) processing of B-FIT resistance.

Conclusion: We don’t have to typically feel
kindness and compassion to Be It!
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“We can make our minds so much like still water
that Beings gather around us to see their own image and
stillness.
And so live for a moment more peacefully and clear,
perhaps even having a more kind and courageous life because
of our quiet”.
William Butler Yeats

8.6

Options Beyond B-FIT Mindfulness
I propose that we learn to activate Nervous system Level 2 instincts by
disengaging from Level 1 survival based instinctive reactions through this
non-cognitive complementary strategy of B-FIT Mindfulness.
In addition to B-FIT Mindfulness options A, B, C, and D (described in
section 7 above), to learn how to ‘disengage’, there are other deep fix
potential strategies that I briefly described in the (highly ambitious) graphic
‘Different Directions to Disengage from the Driven Ego’. (Ref. above
Section 1.0).
Some of these Different Directions have been used by our ancestors for
many, many years to experience life outside of the survival Level 1 prison
walls.
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9.

BREAKING OUT OF HORMEGO PRISON

9.1

The 4 Stages of Breaking Out
Our survival Levels 1 and 2 programming as it relates to maturing in
unconditional authentic kindness and compassion is probably more
like a continuum with many, many features, qualities and experiences.
The following describes four critical transitional stages on this
continuum that can be experienced with the use of B-FIT Mindfulness
and other Different Direction strategies.

They are:
Stage 1:

Becoming Aware of the Limitations of Being Normal

Normal mindless auto pilot programming sees ‘others’ in varying
degrees of ‘good’/likeable ‘deserving’ people and
‘bad’/unlikeable/undeserving people. Life’s daily, moment by
moment experiences are significantly influenced by primordial
subconscious instincts of protection, prejudice and preferences for me
and mine vs. them and theirs.
At this Stage 1, we start to realize that some/many of our values are
conditional because they are mainly about me, my family, my faith,
my friends, my community, my country etc.. At this stage of growing
through the survival Level 1 experience, we realize that our kindness
and caring can and should become much more unconditionally
inclusive.
A very wise person once said, we will never work to break out of
prison until we know that we are in one.
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Stage 2:

Neutralizing Negativity

If one chooses the B-FIT Mindfulness process as a main tool to evolve
to this stage of maturity, focused awareness/concentration will help
to develop calmness under stress that facilitates change from our
normal, less than optimal reactions.
As a result, in many moments of relating to ‘difficult’ others, one
catches, calms, clarifies, and therefore has the initial experience of
conscious connecting. (Ref. CCS process section 5.6 above
Marketplace Mindfulness).
This starts to cultivate a ‘real’ values based awareness that helps to
eradicate many ‘normal’ conditional feelings and behaviours.
Appropriate boundaries are of course effectively established and
maintained.

Stage 3:

Unconditional Caring About All Others

This stage of initial survival Level 2 responding is facilitated by the
increasing development of the B-FIT Mindfulness skill of Sensory
Awareness and Clarity. This ongoing experience results in
knowing, beyond cognition that one’s source and energy of life and all
others’ source and energy of life are identical. Realization of this
truth (that we are only separated by unaware B-FIT attachments and
resistance) is highly liberating as it significantly (all be it gradually)
annihilates one’s addiction to Level 1 alienation and related emotional
highjack responses e.g. indifference and/or rejection.
This death of the illusion of separateness (as attachments and
resistance decrease) starts to manifest as unconditional and authentic
connecting with most everyone that we meet.
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How one chooses to conceptualize this process is not important
e.g.
• starving the limbic brain’s freeze, flight or fight to death,
• disengaging from the driven ego,
• activating the Vagus nerve neuro pathway receptors
• emulating a saint or sage,
• or plain old ‘opening the heart’.

What is important is to ‘pick a direction and start walking home’!

Stage 4:

Experiencing the Survival Level 2 Unifying Laws of
Energy, Life and Loving a.k.a. ‘The Source’

As practise of B-FIT Mindfulness intensifies, one’s capacity grows so
as to be able to directly experience more and more unconditional
connecting with a broader and broader range of people and more
difficult situations. This form of relating to each other and life
situations is far beyond egos and personalities (i.e. attachments and
resistances of B-FIT). It allows one to more directly experience the
survival Level 2 unifying laws of energy/life as described by wisdom
traditions and more recently medical science.
One’s ‘normal’ misperceptions concerning the laws of Time and
Space start to change as for example, one directly experiences
‘distortions in the illusion of linear time e.g. pre-cognitive and/or
synchronicity ‘happenings’.
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With more and more of these ‘just happenings’, one increasingly
embraces paradox, uncertainty, synchronicity, intentions, faith etc.
We now just naturally and normally work passionately and optimally
to improve life experiences for all others without resistance or
attachment to emotional or material compensations or outcomes.
The following graphic Realizing Life’s Potential and Purpose
describes the essential social, behavioural, emotional and holistic
(Different Directions) options required to evolve through these Stages
1, 2, 3 and 4 of one’s survival instinct maturity continuum.
The priority and amount of time and effort that I feel is necessary to
mature through this continuum is indicated by the space given to
describe each activity. Do your own assessment of why, when, what,
and how but GET IT DONE!
“I Spy with my little ‘I’ - Something”
(Level 1 survival)
“ ‘I’ die into THY little Sigh” – No thing
(Level 2 survival)
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9.2

Tracking Progress! Three B-FIT Mindfulness Indicators
Three measurable responses should be experienced as we skilfully,
through Concentration, Calm, Sensory Awareness and Clarity and
Non-attachment grow from Level 1 to Level 2 survival, ‘being in the
world’, opening the Heart of wisdom and compassion.
• Almost immediately we become more calm and focused as we
interact with others who are having a difficult moment. Our
mental chatter loses its volume and our mind ‘drifts’ away less
often. This calming generates a less urgent, more peaceful
interaction with all others.
• Our prejudices, preferences and judging of who we ‘feel like’
caring about and be committed to helping are significantly
diminished so as to be much more inclusive. This is because
the illusion of alienation between them and me starts to
dissolve.
It’s like when we were finally convinced beyond all doubt that
there is no Santa Claus, we could no longer go back to
believing there is one.
Our Survival Level I ordering principles and related behaviours
regarding caring about another are dependent in great part on
the recipient’s likeability, gratitude, etc.. When the B-FIT
resistant reactions from these Survival Level I instincts are
made mindful, replacing one’s Level I ordering principles with
Level 2 ordering principles is much less problematic.
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First, we mindfully and with non-attachment observe hundreds
of resistant Body Sensations, Feelings, Image Thoughts and
Talk Thoughts come and go, come and go, come and go. As a
result of this direct experience of impermanence, one starts to
have more and more difficulty believing that the closed heart’s
judgmental practice of indifference, exclusion and/or even
rejection is as ‘solid’, ‘real’ or ‘fixed’.
Both the ‘Santa’ and ‘the exclusion’ myths slowly but surely
lose their ‘magic’ to rule our reality. We really ‘get it’ that all
others have always been part of the ‘family’. This means that
we now help and do whatever is useful and appropriate with
others (including setting up and maintaining effective values
based boundaries and protective systems etc.). We however
never put others out of our Heart.
At this maturing stage on the survival continuum,
something “Wonderfully Weird’ happens.
It is not at all uncommon to find oneself doing and saying
helpful and healing words and actions but they are often not
thought about or planned. One looks back on an act of
kindness or just being helpful and almost says – “where did
that insight/action/open heart come from” or “who did
that?”
And the really wonderful part of this happening is that it
absolutely is no big deal. Wonderfully Weird!

• In addition to ‘seeing is believing’ that we are basically not
separate after all, B-FIT practice actually appears to rewire the
basic circuits of the human nervous system. Instead of the
system ‘automatically’ going into ‘bad feelings’ of freeze, flight
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or fight when stressed or even indifferent, it more often defaults
to a perception of the situation as ‘it’s all good’. This
perception continues to refine and strengthen our ‘beingness’ so
much so that we are not as controlled by typical laws of time
and space like good and bad feelings.
As we observe and start to have this experience, it seems that
deeply held Level I conditioned B-FIT predispositions are
released, possibly through the well researched primordial
mechanisms that facilitate desensitization, and adaptability etc..
Living naturally and normally in this ‘activity of unconditional
connecting’ is what has been described in the wisdom teachings
for thousands of years a.k.a. we really are one.
From this space, intermittently at first but more and more we
find that we cannot live any other way than to unconditionally
be and offer authentic care and kindness to all others. Initially,
the shadows of our survival Level 1 feelings still hang around.
During this phase of ‘rehab’ we start to offer authentic
kindness to others even when we don’t feel like it. Eventually
even resistant feelings become less and less however never
leave permanently. No matter whether they are present or not,
we just follow the prime directive – ‘recycle the reactions’.

9.3 There Is A ‘Crack’ In Everything
It does take some time and practise however as we are humbled
through failure to live up to our newly discovered ideals and
potential. Becoming Mindfully Non-Attached to the B-FIT resistance
e.g. self criticism brought on by our less than optimal performance
with some people and situations is a very important part of our
maturing curriculum.
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Be gentle with yourself. Just as you would train a puppy. As you
stray, (and you will) bring yourself back and keep bringing yourself
back.

When a student asked, “You teach us to just sit when we sit, just eat when
we eat: could a master be just angry in the same way?” The master
replied, “you mean to just get angry like a thunderstorm
and be done when it passes? Ahh, I wish I could do that.”
Shunryu Suzuki Roshi

It should not be surprising that our hard won awakening maturity is
also subject to the ever expanding and contracting laws of nature.

“Ring the Bell that still can ring.
Forget your perfect offering.
There is a crack, a crack in everything.
That’s how the light gets in.
That’s how the light gets in.
L. Cohen
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Eventually however a whole new experience, unknown to the Ego’s
feelings inventory becomes the ‘trend line’ of a way of being.

Out beyond ideas
of wrong doing and right doing,
there is a field.
I’ll meet you there.
When the soul lies down
in that grass,
the world is too full to talk about.
Ideas, language
- even the phrase “each other” do not make any sense.
For in this field we are one.

Rumi

9.4

Summary

• B-FIT Mindfulness Concentration, Calming, Sensory Awareness
and Clarity and Non-Attachment skills significantly enhances one’s
ability and willingness to break free of being driven by Level I
survival programmed reactions. Observing over and over the direct
experience of the limbic brain’s reactions being ‘disengaged from,
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right before one’s ‘inner’ eyes (i.e. mindful observation) is critical to
disengaging from one’s ego. As one experiences the disengaging and
resulting mind, body calm and peace, the nervous system “declares” I
like this and will want more of it.
• As Level I survival resistance to others and situations is mindfully
‘softened’, one’s more fundamental survival based Level 2 ordering
principles of kindness, valuing and caring about etc. virtually
spontaneously emerges. Unconditional sensitivity, compassion and
kindness become the ‘normal’ way to live in the world in this
moment.

• This B-FIT Mindfulness process is seen as vital for individuals to
personally mature including healing from previous emotional hurts
and harm. This development is critical, especially during times of
responding to special needs of others. This is because we need to be
continuously aware that the interconnectedness between who we
really are (Body, Mind, Consciousness) and our potential to
compassionately support others is inseparable.

• Mindful Presence in the actual moments of interaction reminds us to
be and stay ‘present’. This is such a critical step in offering optimal
support. (“Ya godda Be HERE to HEAR”). It also slowly but surely
transforms our ‘limited self’ into authentic compassionate Beingness.
This Beingness is manifested as a conscious connecting to all others.
It transcends the illusion of separateness, like supporter and
supported, because in this place we know that we are one.
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COMMITMENT

“Until one is committed
there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back,
always ineffectiveness.
Concerning all acts of initiative (and creation),
there is one elementary truth,
the ignorance of which kills countless ideas
and splendid plans:
that the moment one definitely commits one self,
then ‘hidden hands’ help with the ‘heavy lifting’.
All sorts of things occur to help one
that would never otherwise occurred.
A whole stream of events come from the decision,
raising in one’s favour all manner
of unforeseen incidents and meetings
and material assistance
which no man could have dreamt
would have come his way.
I have learned a deep respect
for one of Goethe’s couplets:
“Whatever you can do, or dream you can, begin it.
Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.”

W.H. Murray
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APPENDIX I
Inattentional Blindness
Inattentional blindness, also known
as perceptual blindness, is the
phenomenon of not being able to see
things that are actually there. This
can be a result of having no internal
frame of reference to perceive the
unseen objects, or it can be the result
of the mental focus or attention that
causes mental distractions. The
phenomenon is due to how our minds
see and process information. Closely
related to the subject of ‘change
blindness’,
is
an
observed
phenomenon of the inability to
perceive features in a visual scene
when the observer is not attending to

them. That is to say that humans
have a limited capacity for attention
that thus limits the amount of
information processed at any
particular time.
Any otherwise
salient feature within the visual field
will not be observed if not
processed by attention.
Also related to this is the phenomena
of blind people who later in life gain
sight. Their processing of the visual
stimuli does not allow them to
identify objects easily, effectively
they can see but are still perceptually
blind.

Experiments Demonstrating Inattentional Blindness
The term inattentional blindness was
coined by Arien Mack and Irvin Rock
in 1992. It was used as the title of
Rock’s last text published in 1998 by
the MIT Press.
The most well known study
demonstrating inattentional blindness
was conducted by Daniel Simons of
the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and Christopher Chabris
of Harvard University. Their study, a

contemporized version of earlier
studies conducted by Ulric Neisser,
asked subjects to watch a short video
in which two groups of people
(wearing black and white t-shirts)
pass a basketball back among
themselves. The subjects are told to
either count the number of passes
made by one of the teams, or to keep
count of bounce passes vs. aerial
passes. In different versions of the
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video a woman walks through the
scene carrying an umbrella, or
wearing a full gorilla suit. In one
version the woman in the gorilla suit
even stops in the middle, faces the
camera, and pounds her chest before
walking out of the scene. After
watching the video the subjects are
asked if they saw anything out of the
ordinary take place. In most groups
50% of the subjects did not report
seeing the gorilla. Simons interprets
this by stating that we are mistaken
with regard to how important events
will automatically draw our attention
away from current tasks or goals.
This result indicates that the
relationship between what is in our
visual field and perception is based
much more significantly on attention
than was previously thought.

Another experiment was carried out
by Steve Most, Daniel Simons,
Christopher Chabis and Brian Scholl.
They had objects moving randomly
on a computer screen. Participants
were instructed to attend to the black
objects and ignore the white, or vice
versa. After several trials, a red cross
unexpectedly appeared and traveled
across the display, remaining on the
computer screen for five seconds.
The results of the experiment showed
that even though the cross was
distinctive from the black and white
objects both in colour and shape,
about a third of participants
nonetheless missed it.
They had
found that people may be attentionally
tuned
to
certain
perceptual
dimensions, such as brightness or
shape.

Current Research
A good review is Chun & Marois
(2002) - The dark side of visual
attention.
Current
Opinion
in
Neurobiology, Volume 12, Issue 2, 1
April 2002, Pages 184-189. Also see

the above mentioned Simons, D.J., &
Chabris, C.F. (19999) Gorillas in our
midst:
sustained
inattentional
blindness for dynamic events.
Perception, 28, 1059-1074.
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Exploitations
Inattentional blindness is exploited by
illusionists in the presentation of
‘magic shows’ in the performance of
some tricks by focusing the audience
attention upon some distractive
element, away from elements of the
scene under manipulation by the
performer. This is called misdirection
amongst magicians. A good example
is Derren Brown who repeats several
of the original change blindness
experiments, including the person

change trick, where someone is asked
to give directions to a ‘lost’ tourist
clutching a map (conducted by Daniel
Simons
and
Daniel
Levin).
Something like a door or a large
object is passed between them by
some workmen. When the door or
object has gone past, the person who
is asking for directions and clutching
the map has changed. In the original
experiments, about 50% of people
didn’t notice this.

External links
 Scholarpedia entry on inattentional blindness written by Daniel Simons
(http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Inattention_Blindness)
 Gorillas in our midst: sustained inattentional blindness for dynamic events
(http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/%7Ecfc/Simons1999.pdf)
 Gorillas in our midst article and other papers on inattentional blindness from
Daniel Simons
(http://viscog.vp.uiuc.edu/reprints/simons)
 Visual Cognition Lab University of Illinois
(http://viscog.beckman.uiuc.edu/djs_lab)
 Chinese, Americans Truly See Differently, Study Says
(http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2005/08/0822_050822_chinese.ht
ml)
 Can you trust your mind? Take the test (http://hvattum.net/2006/06/10/canyou-trust-your-mind/)
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 Inattentional Blindness (http://jeff.dean.home.att.net/blind.htm)
 None So Blind from Scientific American
(http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?article ID=000A011D-C17F-101E-B4D83414B7F0000)
 Why lifeguards sometimes can’t see bodies at the bottom of a pool?
(http://www.aquaticsintl.com/2004/nov/0411_rm.html)

Considerations
B-FIT Mindfulness increases our capacity to pay attention to more of what is
happening as it is happening. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that
mindfulness increases our ability to be more objective and/or have a greater
perspective as a result of ‘seeing more’.
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Appendix II Option E
Two Or More Simultaneous Fields Of Focus Of B-FIT

B-FIT MINDFULNESS FIELD OF FOCUS MENU AND LABELS
Field of
Focus

Active
(Label)

Rest
(Label)

‘Here’

(“I am here”)

“Here”
(no/low I am)

Body

Location e.g.
“Tight
Chest”
Flavour e.g.
Irritation, joy

‘Image’
Thinking

(Changingness)* Sudden
Flow & Go
Change
(Label)
“Gone”
(Label)

NonAttachment
& NonResistance
(Label)

N/A

Gone

Ahh-llow

Relax

Stronger,
weaker or same

Gone

Ahh-llow

Calm/peace

Stronger,
weaker or same

Gone

Ahh-llow

Image

Clear or
blank

Changing

Gone

Ahh-llow

Talking
Thinking

Talk

Quiet

Changing

Gone

Ahh-llow

B-FIT – 2 or
more
elements
Look

‘and’

‘and’

*

Gone

Ahh-llow

“see” (I)

*

Gone

Ahh-llow

Listen

“hear” (I)

“Look”
no/low
‘I’
“Listen”
No/low
‘I’

*

Gone

Ahh-llow

Feel

*

-

Stronger, weaker or same
Bigger, smaller or same

-

Location – shifting or same
Speed of change – faster, slower, same
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